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ABSTRACT 
l.al:ge resources of CU-Ni sulfides are fourrl in troctolitic and 
gabb:roic rocks at the base of the Duluth Complex in st. I.Duis and lake 
Counties of northeastern Minnesota. Analysis of unpublished mining 
corrpany data shows that there is a substantial reserve of !GE, Au and Ag 
associated with these sulfides. Weighted averages for combined pt and R:l 
values vary as follows: 105 pi;i:> in Water Hen, 278 ppb in D.mka Pit, 378 
ppb in Minnarnax, 570 ppb in Maturi, 651 ppb in Spruce Road to a high of 
1259 ppb in IXmka Road. Au values vary fran a low of 63 ppb in the Water 
Hen to a high of 137 ppb in the Spruce Road. Ag values vary fran 1.22 IPU 
in D.mka Road to 3. 8 ppn in the Minnarnax deposit. Because recovery of fGE 
in copper-nickel flotation concentrates is very poor (usually less than 
50%), these values add less than $5.00 to the ore. 
Even though these :EGE and Au values are associated with the CU-Ni 
sulfides, it appears that absolute values cannot be correlated with cu, Ni 
and/or s contents. If sulfide values are below 0.2 wt %, then there are 
no appreciable :EGE values. 'Ihis is true for all deposits. However, if 
Ft+Rl/S is plotted against cu;s, all sanples with high :EGE contents appear 
to be related to sanples with high cu;s contents. Ag values, on the other 
hand, show a gcxxi correlation with absolute cu content: r=+O. 75 for all 
deposits and r=+0.86 for Minnarnax data. 
'Ihe largest data base comes from the Minnarnax deposit where metal 
values are further separated into Basal and Cloud zones. Basal zone 
sulfides are those that occur in the lowest 300 feet of the Duluth 
Complex. Cloud zone sulfides occur several hundred feet above the base of 
the Complex. In general, Basal zone sulfides consist of both massive and 
i 
disseminated types, whereas Cloud zone sulfides are disseminated. At 
Minnamax, the weighted average sulfur content is 0.38% in the Cloud zone 
versus 2. 78% in the Basal zone. '!he corresp:mding combined Pt. and M 
values are, respectively, 192 and 396 ppb. Even though the absolute 
content in the Cloud zone is less, there is a higher metal to sulfur ratio 
than in the Basal zone, indicating an enrichment in FGE. '!his is also 
tnle for CU and Ni contents. Ag contents, on the other hand, do not show 
this relationship. '!hey are related to the absolute cu content of the ore 
at Minnamax. 
Detailed studies of two anomalous sartI>les, one from Water Hen and the 
other from Dmka Road, have identified some interesting minerals. fGE 
bearing minerals were only identified at Dmka Road. At Water Hen the 
follCMing minerals were identified by using a reflecting microscope as 
well as a scanning electron microscope equipped with an EOO system: 
bornite, chalcopyrite, pentlarrlite (Ni rich), naucherite, sphalerite (pure 
ZnS) as inclusions in bomite, native Ag as a cross-cutting veinlet in 
naucherite, niccolite, parkerite (Ni3Bi2s2) , native Bi, and 
tentatively tetradymite (Bi2Te2s). Previous work by U.S. Steel 
identified the following minerals in the anomalous zone at Dmka Road: 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, pentlarrlite, violarite, frcxxlite (MBi2), 
michenerite (MTeBi), native Gold (Au,Ag), native Bi, and an unknown 
mineral carrposed of M, Sb and Bi. Textures within both of the sartI>les 
irxlicate that pentlandite is being replaced by chalcopyrite and bomite at 
Water Hen and by violarite, chalcopyrite and the Au and M minerals at 
Dmka Road. 'Ihese minerals appear to have been concentrated by later 
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D.lring the last few years, there has been a worldwide increase in 
demand for Platinllln Group Elements (:EGE) in the autocatalyst and 
electronics industries, for investment, and for jewel:ry. 'Ibis increased 
demand pushed prices of Ft, Ri, Rh to values greater than $600.00/oz for 
Ft, $140/oz for Ri, and $1400.00/oz for Rh in septernber of 1986. D.lring 
1987, prices for Ft and Ri have been maintained at greater than $500. oo 
and $120.00 per otmce respectively (Figure 1). Af:x:x)rding to Johnson 
Matthey (1987), the supply and deman:i for Ft and Ri in 1986 was as 
follows: 
pt Ri 
1000 oz % 1000 oz % 
SUPPLY 
s. Africa 2350 83 1020 34 
canada 150 5.3 200 7 
USSR 290 10.2 1660 56 
others 40 1.4 90 3 
Total 2830 2970 
DEMAND 
w. Europe 480 17 540 18 
Japan 1010 35 1270 43 
N.A. 1190 42 960 32.4 
others 170 6 190 6.4 
Total 2850 2960 
This high demand for :EGE is met primarily by s. Africa and the U.S.S.R. 
'!he United States has relied almost virtually on irrports (approximately 7% 
of :EGE are recycled) and until 1987 there was no producer of :EGE 
(stillwater was brought into production in early 1987 and the first 
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Figure 1: Spot Values of Precious Ketals 
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Because of the tJIMClrd trerrl in prices of roE as well as the need for 
firxting domestic sources of these iootals, the NRRI urrlertook a review and 
compilation of the existin;J data on FGE, Au, and Al:J, and Co values in the 
Cl-Ni sulfide l:x:xlies that are located toward the base of the D.11.uth 
Corrplex in St. Louis and lake Counties of NE Mirmesota {Listerud and 
Meineke, 1977). It was hoped that these data would provide a sourrl base 
for either renewed exploration for roE associated with Cl-Ni sulfides or, 
lead to the actual selection of smaller, higher grade, economically 
mineable Cl-Ni deposits . As the first phase of this on-goin;J project, 
active and inactive companies were approached for penn.ission to access 
their private files so that their data could be corcpiled and published in 
a technical report. 'Ibis report would then serve as a data base for all 
companies interested in this area. Sanples and drill hole intersections 
with ananalous roE values are currently bein;J irwestigated by reloggin;J 
core, samplin;J and reassay. '!his report, the first in a series on this 
project, represents both a review of the geology of the deposits as well 
as a compilation of company data. Preli.mi.nary results on the mineralogy 
of anomalous samples are also presented. 
We would like to thank the f ollowinl companies for access to their 
data. 'llley are as follows: Kennecott BP Minerals for data frc::an the 
Minnamax deposit, U.S. Steel for the D..tnka Road and Wyman Creek deposits, 
Hanna Mining for the Maturi Deposit, and Wesbront Mining and American 
Shield for the Water Hen deposit. 'llle Minnesota Dffi in Hibbin;J was also 
very helpful in locatinl open file reports on these deposits. 
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'Ihe Duluth Ccrcplex consists of dominantly maf ic igneous rocks of 
Keweenawan Age (1.1 b. y. } that are exposed in an arcuate body exten::lirYJ 
from Duluth north toward Ely, arrl. fran there north-eastward toward 
Hovlarrl., Mn. (Figure 2). In the west from Duluth to Hoyt Lakes, the base 
of the Corrplex is in sharp contact with Middle Precambrian (1. 7 b.y.) 
slates arrl. greywackes of the IJhom.son arrl. Virginia Fonnations arrl., in sorre 
cases, the Biwabik Iron Fonnation. Fran Ely northeastward, the footwall 
rocks of the Ccrcplex are Archean (2. 7 b. y. ) greenstones arrl. granitic 
rocks. 'Ihe northerrurost basal contact is with Middle Precambrian slates 
arrl. greywackes of the Rove Fonnation. 'Ille upper contact of the Ccrcplex, 
though not well defined, is with Jredium to f~, exti:usive rocks 
of the North Shore Volcanic Group. Rock types in the upper part of the 
Conplex appear to be gradational to the volcanics, arrl. therefore, the 
"upper contact" of the c::orrplex a~ to be arbitrary in places arrl. 
subject to revision (Weiblen arrl. Morey, 1975). 
In general, rocks of the ntl.uth Complex are divided into an older 
anorthositic series arrl. a yallD;Jer troctolitic series (after Taylor, 1964; 
Weiblen arrl. Morey, 1980). Fram Duluth to Ely troctolitic rocks are fourrl 
at the base of the eorrplex with anorthositic rocks exposed to the east arrl. 
northeast (Bonnichsen, 1972a). 'Ihe troctolitic series consists of 
troctolite, augite troctolite arrl. troctolitic gabbro (Figure Al}. Olivine 
arrl. plagioclase appear to be contemporaneous arrl. earlier than pyroxene arrl. 
oxides. Anorthositic series rocks, however, are corrposed dominantly of 
gabbroic anorthosite arrl troctolitic anorthosite (Figure Al}. In general, 
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Within the troctolitic series rocks exposed at the base of the ruluth 
Ccmplex are mnne.rous segregations of CU-Ni sulfides. 'Ihese CU-Ni 
sulfides occur in what is known as the ''basal zone" (lowenrost several 
hurrlred feet) of the ruluth Ccmplex. 'Ihe vast majority of the sulfide is 
disseminated but massive and semi-massive ore is locally present (Li.sterud 
and Meineke, 1977). 'Ihe sulfide minerals occur in several large deposits 
in the Hoyt I.akes-Kawishiwi lakes area (Figure 2) and from north to south 
these deposits are: Spruce Road, Maturi, D.mka Pit, Minnamax (also known 
as Babbitt (Ripley and Alawi, 1986) , D.mka Road, and Wyman Creek. '!here 
are also CU-Ni sulfides associated with the Water Hen Intrusion located 
between Hoyt Lakes and ruluth. 
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GEDLCX;Y OF '!BE IDYT IAI<ES - RAWISIIlWI ARFA 
Bedrock geology of the Hoyt I..akes-Kawishiwi area (Figure 2) has been 
described by Weiblen and c.ooper (1977) and Morey and c.ooper (1977). Most 
of the rocks exposed in the area belong to the troctolitic series and have 
been divided by various workers into the Bald Fagle intrusion (Weiblen, 
1965), the South Kawishiwi intrusion (Green et al., 1966; Rrinney, 1969), 
the Railroad troctolite, the Powerline Gabbro and Partridge River 
troctolite (Bonnichsen, 1974). other troctolitic rocks are unsubdivided. 
All of the sulfide deposits occur in the basal zone of the S. 
Kawishiwi intrusion, the Partridge River troctolite, urrlivided troctolite 
an::l,lor the Water Hen intrusion (Mainwarinj, 1975). 'Ihese intrusions are 
described separately. 
Saith Kawishiwi Int:J:usicn (SKI) 
According to Foose and Weiblen (1986), the SKI is conposed 100Stly of 
plagioclase-olivine cumulates containirg nu.nor (less than 10%) 
interstitial augite, oxides or biotite. Modal layerinj is not cormron and 
generally not traceable for irore than 300 feet. From drill hole analysis, 
three major lithologic zones are recognized: 1) older granitic footwall 
rocks, 2) basal zone sulfide-bearinj rocks and 3) generally sulfide-free 
troctolite with interlayered anorth.osite. 'Ihe sulfide free rocks consist 
of sequences of troctolite and anorthosite which fo:rm cyclic units in 
which the crystallization of plagioclase is followed by plagioclase and 
olivine. It is thought that the crystallization of these rocks occurred 
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in a magma chamber that was continuously bein:J replenished by 
carp:>Sitionally similar liquids. '!he sulfide-bearinJ zone, however, 
consists of a mixture of troctolite, picrite, duni.te, anorthosite, oxides 
an:i hornfels throughout which sulfides are disseminated. 
PartridJe River 'fi'octolite (PR!') 
Bonnic.hsen (1974) used the term PRT to designate troctolitic rocks 
exposed near Hoyt Lakes an:i south of the Reserve Mining Cclipany. Because 
of extensive glacial deposits, exposures are limited an:i much of the 
following description comes fran workers studyinJ drill core (e.g., 
Boucher, 1975; Melling, 1979; Tyson an:i Cllang, 1984; Al-Alawi, 1985; 
Chalokwu, 1985; Chalokwu ani Grant, 1987; Mills, in prep). Rock types 
present in the core are olivine gabbro, augite troctolite, troctolite ani 
anorthositic troctolite. Anorthosites are rare. '!here does not seem to be 
a sulfide bearing an::i a sulfide free unit as mai;:ped in the SKI. Rather 
sulfide mineralization is concentrated in the lower 300 feet of the basal 
zone just above the footwall Virginia Fonnation, an:i at aba.It 600 feet 
above the base of the intrusion (Cloud zone sulfides after Watowich, 
1978). It is also disseminated (< 0.5 volume %) in the upper parts of the 
intrusion (Ripley ani Alawi, 1986) . 
'!he intrusion itself has been divided into various units by different 
authors. Grant an::i Melling (1981) have divided the intrusion into three 
major units based on trace elerrent an:i petrochemical differences. fyson 
arrl Cllarg ( 1984) studied four drill cores fran the Mirmamax deposit ani 
described five units based on textural ani m::>dal analyses. Ripley arrl 
Alawi (1986) divide the intrusion into 3 units on the basis of sulfide 
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content, whereas Cl'lalokwu and Grant (1987) divide it into 4 units on the 
basis of mineral and rock geochemistry. At present, no correlation 
between authors' works has been made and at best, it can be said that the 
Partridge River troctolite is heterogeneous. 
Water Hen Inb:usicn 
'Ihe Water Hen intrusion consists of a small (2 x 1 Mi.) 
steeply-dipping, sonewhat flattene:i cylirx:lrical body composed of layers of 
coarse-grained mafic and ultramafic rocks which have intruded the base of 
the ruluth Corrplex (Figure 2). Roc1c types include feldspar-bearinJ 
dunite, peridotite, ilmenite-rich (up to 30%) peridotite, melatroctolite, 
troctolite, gabbro and anorthosite (Mainwaring, 1975; Mainwaring and 
Naldrett, 1977). Footwa.11 rocks belon;r to the troctolitic series which 
may or may not be part of the Partridge River troctolite. CU-Ni sulfides 
are concentrated in the basal dunite, at the base of mineral graded units, 
and as disseminations in peridotite which contains graphite and 
recrystallized xenoliths of country rock. 
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Of those deposits listed above, we were able to obtain detailed, 
carrposite, and concentrate analyses from Minnamax, D.mka Road and Water 
Hen; composite analyses from Maturi and Spruce Road; and previously 
published analyses of Erie's D.mka Pit and concentrate from INCO's Spruce 
Road deposit (INCO, 1975). A review of the geology and mineralogy of each 
of the larger deposits is described below. 
Spruce Road and Mab.1ri Deposits 
Descriptions of these deposits are taken from INCO's 1975 Open File 
Report to the rnR, Wager et al. (1969), and Foose and Weiblen (1986). 
According to INCO geologists, the bulk of the sulfide mineralization at 
the Spruce Road and Maturi deposits is confined to the narrow basal 
contact zone of the s. Kawishiwi intrusion. overall there are 
approxinlately 2.9 billion short tons of low grade {>0.5% cu, >0.15% Ni) 
ore (Liste:rud and Meineke, 1977) in these two areas (Table 1). 'Ihe basal 
zone is characterized by subtle to well-defined layering, considerable 
local variability in texture and m:>dal mineralogy as well as nurrerous 
fine-grained inclusions of hornfels. In detail, the basal contact zone 
consists of an assemblage of troctolite, olivine gabbro, norite, picrite, 
and gabbroic and anorthositic pegmatite. In places picrite alternates 
with nonnal troctolite causing a conspicuous layering. 'Ihese layers are 
not continuous over any appreciable distance. 
Inclusions are ubiquitous in the intrusive rocks throughout this basal 
zone. In order of aburrlance they are: 1) light to meditnn grey hornfels 
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Table 1: Pllblished 01-Ni grades arrl tonnages for 01-Ni deposits in the 
D.lluth catplex 
Deposit Short Grade CU/Ol+Ni Reference 
ton %CU %Ni 
Sp:ruce Road 273 m.t. 0.46 0.17 0.73 Open File Report 1975 
II II 700 m.t. >0.5 0.73 Listerud arrl Meineke' 1977 
Maturi Area 2.2 b.t. >0.5 0.76 II II II 
Minnamax 419 m.t. 0.54 0.13 0.81 Watowich et al., 1981 
II 800 m.t. >0.5 0.80 Listerud arrl Meineke, 1977 
Dlnka Road 300 m.t. >0.5 0.76 II II II 
of sedilnentary origin, 2) blocks of well-banded Biwabik Iron Fo:rmation 
which appear to have lateral dimensions of several hundred feet arrl 3) 
recrystallized olivine-rich gabbro and troctolite. Olivine in the last 
inclusion type is the dominant mafic mineral and occurs with a granular 
arrljor poikiloblastic texture. 
olivine are the IOOSt prevalent. 
At Maturi, inclusions with granular 
Where the percentage of inclusions 
exceeds 30%, the tenn Spruce breccia has been used by INCO geologists. 
According to Wager et al. (1969), the distribution of sulfides in the 
basal zone appears to be largely irrlependent of rock type. 'Ihe principal 
sulfide minerals in order of aburrlance are pyn:hotite, chalcopyrite, 
cubanite, and pentlarxlite. Minor minerals include violarite, pyrite, 
bo:rnite, covellite, digenite, chalcocite, tenorite, cuprite, native cu, 
mack.inawite arrl sphalerite. 'Ihese sulfides occur as disseminated 
interstitial aggregates arrl, to a minor extent, as inclusions in feldspar, 
biotite, amphibole arrl pyroxene. According to Foose and Weiblen (1986), 
they also occur as sulfide-silicate intergrowt:hs and as fine-grained 
sulfide veinlets. 
Chalcopyrite is the dominant copper sulfide. Ctlbanite, where present, 
occurs as lamellae arrl irregular intergrowths in chalcopyrite. Relative 
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proportions vary but the ratio of chalcopyrite to cubanite is higher at 
Spru.ce Road than at Maturi. Pentlandite, the dcminant nickel mineral, 
occurs either as granular areas or as small exsolution blades am flanes 
in pyrrhotite. In sane cases, it is altered to violarite. According to 
Wager et al. (1969), the ratio of pyrrhotite to pentlandite is higher at 
Spru.ce Road than at Maturi. '!he CU/cu+Ni ratio is consistently close to 
0.75 in the mineralized zone but ratios from 0.67 to 0.87 have been noted 
in pegmatitic zones. According to Listerud arrl Meineke (1977), the 
average CU/cu+Ni ratio varies from o. 73 at Spru.ce Road to o. 76 at Maturi. 
nmka Pit (nmka River area) 
Sulfides oc:cur in the D.mka River area in the north errl of the Erie 
Minin:J pit am north arrl east of the pit (Figure 2). 'lhese sulfide zones 
have been penetrated by numerous drill holes from various mi.nin:J 
companies. Host rocks belong to the South Kawishiwi intrusion. Footwall 
rocks in the area consist of Giants Range granite in the northern part of 
the area arrl Biwabik Iron Fonnation in the area of the Erie Pit. 
Bormichsen (1972 a,b) looked at four Newiront drill holes as well as as a 
series of holes drilled just north of the Erie pit. F\lkui (1976) 
concentrated on one of the Newmont holes {NM-5). 
Sulfides are confined to the basal unit of the s. Kawishiwi intrusion 
where they oc:cur as fine disseminations or locally in the footwall contact 
zone as massive aCCLUTLUl.ations. Minerals in order of aburrlance are 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, pentlandite am cubanite. Sulfide stringers 
also penetrate the footwall granitic rocks am here the sulfides consist 
of chalcopyrite and bornite with very little pyrrhotite. Pentlandite is 
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replaced by millerite, am spialerite is ccmron. Fran CU-Ni assays plotted 
on Figure V-47 of Bonnichsen (1972a), the esti.nated. Q]/cu+Ni ratio is 
o. 72. SUlfide mineral percentages were not tabulated. in either of these 
studies. 
Minnamax 
'Ihe Minnamax deposit (also called the Babbitt deposit) consists of 
approxllna.tely 800 m.t. of > 0.5% cu (Table 1). 'Ihe deposit is located in 
the basal rocks of the Partridge River troctolite (Figure 2) • Aocording to 
estimates fran mine geologists (Watowich et al., 1981), there were 419 
m. t. of resei:ves for their mining plan. NLnnerous theses arrl studies have 
been concerned with the distribution am genesis of sulfides within the 
Minnamax deposit (Table 2). 'Ihe drill holes listed are those on which the 
main parts of the theses were based (for location see Figure 3). other 
workers include (Watowich,1978; Ripley arrl Al-Jassar, 1987; Ripley arrl 
Alawi, 1986; Boucher, 1975; Past.eris, 1984; am Tyson am Charg, 1984) . 
For a good review of the deposit, the reader is referred to Ripley am 
Alawi (1986). 
At Minnamax, footwall rocks are composed of Virginia Fonnation. 
Although xenoliths of iron fonnation are not uncomrron within the Minnamax 
deposit, the Biwabik Iron Fonnation is not in direct contact with igneous 
rocks of the Partridge River troctolite in this area. 'lWo major sulfide 
zones have been identified: 1) Basal zone mineralization which varies 
from massive to disseminated. in texture occurs at the base of the oarcplex 
(up to 300 feet thick) am 2) Cloud zone (Watowich, 1978; Ryan, 1984; 
Mills, in prep.) mineralization which is disseminated. an:i occurs 
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Table 2: List of 'Ibeses* written m the 01-Ni SUlfides at the Base 
of the ntl.uth Ccnplex in st. Iali.s a.rd I.ake cnmti.es 
Deposit Reference Drill Holes Studied Degree 
Omka Pit Fukui,1976 NM-5 (NM-7 ,NM-9,NM-11+ M.S. 
128) 128 from Minnamax 
Minnamax 
Tiger Boy Al-Alawi, 1985 136,156,189,379,146+ Fh. D. 
urrlergrourrl 
Tiger Boy Al ,J"assar I ]_985 136,146,1.56,189,214, Fh.D. 
221,379 + urrlergrourrl 
Tiger Boy Cllalukwu, 1985 221 Fh.D. 
Tiger Boy Davidson,1979 73,162,316,232,402,406 M.S. 
+ Bathtub 
Tiger Boy Hardyman, 1969 61. M.S. 
Tiger Boy Fellows, 1976 128 M.S. 
Tiger Boy Matlack, l.980 A,B,C,D, drifts M.S. 
Bathtub Mills, in prep. 82, 363 M.S. 
Tiger Boy Melling, 1979 295 M.S. 
Tiger Boy Ryan, 1984 132 M.S. 
Bathtub 'Tyson, 1979 297,304,364,91+ Fh.D. 
others 
Omka Road Ingernansen, 1985 26069 B.S. 
Rao, 1981 26082,26056,26081 Fh.D. 
Water Hen Mainwaring,1975 rn-1, srr2, rn-11 Fh.D. 
Wyman Oiurchill, 1978 1770o+ samples from M.S. 
Minnamax a.rd INOO 
* 'Iheses documenting netaioor:phism of hornfels ard country rocks have 
not been included. 
approximately 500 to 600 feet above the base of the intrusion. In both 
areas there are a large number of inclusions (Virginia Fonration and maf ic 
hornfels). 
While the Minnamax deposit was leased by AMAX, their geologists 
(Watowich, 1978) gave different names to parts of the ore body: Tiger 
Boy; I.ocal Boy, a rich massive sulfide zone of the Tiger Boy; Up Dip Tiger 
Boy; Southwest Extension; Bathtub; a.rd Up Dip Bathtub (Figure 3). Cloud 
zone sulfides are present in all of these areas. Of the theses written, 
the bulk are concerned with Tiger ard I.ocal Boy basal mineralization. 
1.5 
Only Ryan (1984) 
Al-Alawi (1985), 
deals specifically with Clcui zone sulfides, whereas 
Tyson (1979), arrl Mills (in prep.) deal with both Cloud 
zone arrl Basal zone sulfides. 
SUlfide mineralization at Minnamax is locally massive to semi-massive. 
AMAX defined approximately 3 to 6 million tons of 3.0% 01 arrl 0.6% Ni 
(Ll.ste.rud arrl Meineke, 1977) in the vicinity of the shaft (Figure 3). Here 
the sulfide minerals in order of abuOOance are: pyrrhotite=cubanite>> 
chalcopyrite>pentlarrlite. '!he overall Ql/Ol+Ni ratio of the semi-massive 
zone is 0.83 (Listenid arrl Meineke, 1977). other textural types fourrl 
throughout the Basal zone include disseminated arrl interstitial, filling 
interstices between plagioclase laths; ex>rmecting veins of sulfides 
between interstices; copper rich veinlets which cross-cut silicates; arrl 
simplectic intergrowt.hs of monomine.ralic sulfide with silicates. 
In the Basal zone mineralization, the overall ratio of cubanite to 
chalcopyrite is 2:1 (6:1 in semi-massive) arrl according to Al-Alawi 
(1985), where the volume per cent of sulfides is greater than 6%, cubanite 
is the dominant copper sulfide. According to Matlack (1980) , in the area 
of urrlergrourrl Cu-rich ore, the veins that ex>nnect interstices are 
a::anposed dominantly of pyrrhotite arrl cubanite with minor chalex>pyrite arrl 
pentlarrlite whereas veins that cross-cut hornfels of Virginia Fonnation or 
in the formation itself are a::anposed of chalex>pyrite arrl cubanite with 
minor pyrrhotite, pentlarrlite arrl bornite. He also docuroonts late stage 
veins a::anposed of chalcopyrite, bornite, chalcocite, quartz arrl calcite 
with rare laUirontite. 
'Iyson (1979) describes the same kinds of sulfide textures arrl 
minerals. He also recognized troilite, arrl valleriite in the Basal zone. 
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He states that sulfide veinlets are dani.nantly ccnposed of chalcopyrite. 
other minerals that have been recognized by a variety of workers are: 
talnakhite, native cu, digenite, mackinawite, Sfhalerite, violarite, 
covellite, tenorite, graphite, ilirenite arrl magnetite. 
In c::aTipari!)J the Cloud arrl Basal zones, even though there are less 
sulfides in the Cloud zone overall (Ripley arrl Alawi, 1986), the relative 
abun::lance of copper arrl nickel sulfides is higher than in the Basal zone. 
Tyson (1979) states that chalcopyrite is the dominant copper sulfide in 
the Cloud zone, whereas Al-Alawi (1985) says that chalcopyrite equals 
cubanite in abun::lance. Electron microprobe analyses of pentlarrlite arrl 
pyrrhotite confinn that they are both richer in Ni within the Cloud zone, 
suggestiDJ a different magma as a source for the Ni (Al-Alawi, 1985; 
Ripley arrl Alawi, 1986). OVerall, the average CU/cu+Ni ratio of the Cloud 
zone sulfides from drill hole 132 is 0.77 (Ryan, 1984) corrg;>ared to 0.8 for 
the deposit overall arrl 0.83 for the semi-massive ore. 
Dlllka Road Deposit 
'!he D.mka Road deposit is CMned by U.S. steel arrl is situated at the 
base of the Partridge River troctolite southwest of the Minnamax deposit 
(Figure 2). According to Listerud arrl Meineke (1977), there are over 300 
m.t. 
0.76. 
of ore with greater than 0.5% CU arrl an overall CU/cu+Ni ratio of 
Ripley ( 1981) , however, quotes a CU/cu+Ni ratio of greater than 
o. 86. Descriptions of this deposit come from U.S. steel reports, Rao 
(1981), Ripley (1981) and Rao and Ripley (1983). 
Footwall rocks within the area are Virginia Fonnation arrl xenoliths of 
sedimentary hornfels are foun:i at the base of the troctolite sequence arrl 
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are also fourrl higher up in the sequence. Ripley arrl Rao {1983) suggest 
that the Virginia Formation was the footwa.11 for a series of troctolitic 
pulses intruded one below the other. A Cl-Ni sulfide zone exists at the 
base of each of three possible intrusive pulses. 
Rock types within these three intrusions vary from norite at the base 
to troctolite, anorthositic troctolite, gabbro, olivine gabbro arrl 
picrite. OVera.11, troctolites are the nost conunon with plagioclase arrl 
olivine occurring as cumulate grains. Interstitial minerals include 
ortho- arrl clinopyroxene, ilrrenite, spinel, biotite arrl locally sulfides. 
Biotite increases in abuOOance toward the base of the intrusion. 
SUlfides are concentrated in areas of inclusions. 'Ihe two nost common 
textures for these sulfide minerals are: 1) interstitial between 
subhedral grains of plagioclase arrl olivine, arrl 2) as ragged aggregates 
in intimate association with biotite arrljor ilmenite. According to Ripley 
{1981), irregular sulfides associated with biotite constitute about 50 to 
60 per cent of the sulfide aca..nnulation. In order of abuOOance the sulfide 
minerals are pyrrhotite (55%), chalcopyrite (32%), cubanite (10%), 
pentlarrlite (3%) arrl minor bomite {Rao, 1981). In the upper zones of 
sulfide mineralization, chalcopyrite is the dominant sulfide mineral (much 
the same as at Minnamax) • 
Wyman Creek 
'Ihe Wyman Creek area, owned by U.S. steel, is located just east of 
Hoyt I.akes (Figure 2) . Footwall rocks are composed of Virginia Fonnation 
arrl the only studies to date on this deposit have been done by U.S. steel 
geolCXJists arrl Churchill (1978). Churchill studied sarcples from drill 
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hole 17700 which penetrates the base of the contact zone between the 
DJ.luth Ccrrplex and the Virginia Formation (Figure A3) • '!his drill hole 
intercepts only 220 feet of the Conplex and, therefore, cannot be 
considered representative of rocks or sulfide mineralization in the area. 
Fran preliminary logg-ing of core by Dean Peterson (this project, 
August 1987), it appears that the bulk of the DJ.luth Ccrrplex in this area 
consists of olivine gabbro, pyroxene-bearing troctolite and troctolite. 
other rock types include picrite, anorthosite, and anorthositic gahbro. 
SUlfides are disseminated throughout, usually interstitial and are related 
to hornfelsic inclusions. 
portions of the rock types. 
SUlf ides are also concentrated in pegmatitic 
In drill hole 26144 there are two sulfide zones: one cxx:urring from 
250 to 383 feet in depth arrl one from 700 to 780 feet at the base of the 
intrusive rocks. 'Ihe OJ/cu+Ni ratio for the~ unit is 0. 62 whereas 
that of the lower is o. 73 . 'Ihis might well suggest at least two p.tlses of 
magma: the lCMer being intruded beneath the other as suggested at Olnka 
Road by Rao arrl Ripley (1983). 
According to Churchill (1978), sulfides are fourrl in two areas of 
drill hole 17700: 1) at 28 to 128 feet and 2) from 200 to 222 feet in 
depth. 'Ihe latter sits just above the contact with the Virginia 
Formation. overall there appears to be about 2 per cent sulfides in these 
zones. Within the sulfide zones the relative aburxiance of sulfide 
minerals is as follows: pyn:hotite (60-80%), cubanite and chalcopyrite 
(20-40%) I pentlandite (2-12%) and bornite (1%). 
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water Ben 01-Ni-'l'i Deposit 
'Ihe Water Hen CU-Ni sulfides differ from those deposits described 
above because they occur within an ilmenite-rich mafic to ultramafic body 
which has intruded troctolitic series rocks at the base of the I:W.ut.h 
Corrplex. 'Ihis deposit has been described by Mainwaring (1975) arrl 
Mainwaring and Naldrett (1977). 'lhe Water Hen intrusion itself consists 
of cyclical units of mineral-graded layers vai:ying from dunite at their 
bases through troctolites to anorthosites at their tops. Xenolit.hs of 
urrlerlying Virginia Fonnation are found in the lower third of the 
intrusion. '!he CU-Ni sulfides occur either as massive and disseminated 
ores associated with dunites, both at the base of the intrusion arrl in 
zones forming the base of inllvidual units, or secorrlly, as disseminations 
in peridotite containing grclEirite arrl recrystallized xenoliths. 
Texturally the sulfides fill voids between olivine arrl ilmenite grains. 
SUlf ide mineralogy is similar to that found in the CU-Ni sulfides 
associated with troctolites. Major minerals are pyrrllotite, pentlarrlite, 
cubanite, chalcopyrite, and mackinawite. Minor minerals include 
arsenopyrite, maucherite, sphalerite arrl galena. Secondary minerals are 
bravoite, violarite, arrl marcasite. 'lhe overall OJ/Ol+Ni ratio of the 
sulfides is 0.66 but the grade is considerably less than 0.5% copper. 
Sulfides are generally absent in footwall troctolites (Mainwaring,1975) 
although they do occur in late stage pyroxenite dikes which cross-cut the 
footwall rocks. 
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:EGE amRACmRISTICS OF SOIFIIE DEIU:>ITS OF 'lHE IlJI.I1lB a:MPIEX 
Review am Introducticn 
Magmatic sulfide deposits fall into two main categories with respect 
to their :EGE content: 1) those in which the :EGE are the principal prcxiucts 
extracted from the ore, am 2) those in which Ni am CU are the nnst 
important products arxi the FGE are by-products (Naldrett arxi n.ike, 1980). 
'lhe fonoor includes deposits such as those of the Merensky Reef of 
the Bushveld Complex arrl the JM reef of the Stillwater Complex, whereas 
the latter includes Ni-CU deposits that are associated with a variety of 
mafic arrl ultramafic rock types. Naldrett arrl IX1ke (1980) maintain that 
over 95% of all known Ni-CU sulfide ores in this latter category fall 
into one of the following petrotectonic settings: 
1. Setting I, noritic rocks associated with an astrobleme. 'lhe only 
known occurrence is the SUdbury Mining can-p in Ontario, Canada. 
2. Setting II, intrusive equivalents of flcx:xi basalts associated 
with intracontinental rifting. Noril 'sk camp of Siberia, r::ul.uth 
Complex arrl the Crystal lake Gabbro (Postle et al., 1986) are 
important exanples of this deposit type. 
3. Setting III, rocks enplaced during early stages of fonnation of 
Precambrian greenstone belts. 'lhese may be associated with tholeiitic 
lavas, e.g., Pechanga Ni camp, USSR or kamatiitic lavas arrl 
intrusions, particularly the more ultrarnafic variety, e.g., Kambalda 
camp of Western Australia. 
4. Setting IV, synorogenic tholeiitic intrusions of Fhanerozoic 
belts, e.g. , Rana deposit, Norway. 
Of these, the r::ul.uth Complex falls within Setting II. Naldrett arxi IX1ke 
(1980) maintain, that any supply of FGE :frc:an the ruluth Complex would be 
tied directly to the mining of CU arrl Ni. 'lhey estilnate a total reseJ:Ves 
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for the D.lluth Corrplex (based on a reserve of 8 billion kilograms of Ni) 
to be 544,000 kg pt and 1,808,000 kg re. 'Ihese are 1/3 the reserves for 
Noril'sk. 
Since the publication of the al:xJve paper, there have been several 
studies about the distribution of IGE within 01-Ni sulfides of the D.lluth 
Corrplex (Watowich et al., 1981; Ryan and Weiblen; 1984; Tyson and 
Bonnichsen, 1986; Ripley and McMahon, 1987, Weiblen et al. , 1987; Morton, 
1987) . Also, there are high IGE values in oxide-rich rocks in drill holes 
W-15 and 00-9 of the Birch lake area in the basal zone of the South 
Kawishiwi intrusion (Sabelin et al., 1986; Dahlberg and Gladen, 1987). 
Here the R;E appear to be related to Cr spinels rather than sulfides and 
their distribution is not considered in this report. 
As stated before, this project was undertaken to cc:arpile tmpUblished 
CXJITipally data on the distribution of IGE in the hopes of add.in3' to the 
maager data base and perhaps, delineatiDJ IGE rich areas within the 01-Ni 
sulfides. 'Ihe rest of this report deals with carrpany data. 
Presentation of Results 
All individual data for deposits are listed in separate tables (Al to 
A12) within the Apperrl.ix. Drill Hole location maps (Figures A2-A5) are 
also found in the Appendix. 'Ihese describe locations of holes for which 
there are assay data. Where knavn, rock types are included in these 
tables. Weighted mean and median values for all of the deposits are 
presented in Tables 3 and 4 and average concentrate values in Table 5. It 
should be noted that data presented in Tables 3 - 5 come from a very small 
percentage of available core, usually less than 1%. For purposes of 
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Table 3: Weighted averages of metals in CU-Ni sulfide deposits of the Duluth eo.plex 
DEPOSIT # of Total XCu ~i %S Pt Pd Pt+Pd Ag Au Pt+Pd Cu/ Pt/ 
samples feet (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppm) (ppb) +Au Cu+Ni Pt+Pd 
Ounka Road 30 425.5 0.71 0.24 1.67 256 1003 1259 1.22 125 1385 0.73 0.21 
llyman Creek 16 134 0.71 0.30 2.57 3.52" 3835" 0.62 
Water Hen 42 801.5 0.32 0.15 na * * 105 2.59 63 174 0.66 * 
Ounka (Erie) 
Pit 8 40 0.47 o. 19 na 107 171 278 na na na 0.69 0.33 
Himamax 
All 194 4442 0.98 0.22 2.52 148 277 378 3.82 * * 0.78 0.30 
Cloud 45 445 0.28 0.08 0.38 49 143 192 0.72 na na 0.71 0.35 
Basal 149 3997 1.06 0.23 2.78 157 290 396 4.12 66 489 0.80 0.30 
Spruce Road 89 0.70 0.25 1. 19 342 308 651 na 137 788 0.74 0.53 
Maturi 2 425 0.66 0.24 1.21 308 262 570 na 91 661 0.73 0.54 
* not cooplete 
na not analyzed 
not reliable 
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Table 4: Nedi., values of metals i n CU-Ni sulfide deposits of the Duluth Cmplex 
XCu »Ii XS XCo Ag Au Pt Pd Pt+Pd Cu/ Pt/ Co/ 
(pgn) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd Co+Ni 
Mimamax 
All 0.80 0.17 1.22 0.03 3 .08 17 50 140 180 0.81 0 .26 0.07 
Cloud 0.25 0.07 0.31 0.60 35 90 140 0 .77 0.26 
Pre·1969 1.05 0.20 2.23 0.04 4.79 17 205 0.83 0.20 0.09 
U of T 0.91 0.21 1.98 0.01 30 60 110 140 0.81 0.21 0.06 
Basel ine 0.69 0.16 1.08 3.50 55 160 215 0.82 0. 25 
Basal 0.90 0.19 1.66 0.03 4.00 17 60 155 200 0.82 0.29 0.07 
Water Hen 0.25 0. 12 0.04 0.17 17 103 0.65 0. 15 
(Erie) 
Dunka Pit 0.45 0.17 0.02 120 170 290 0.66 0.28 0.09 
Dunks Road 0.83 0.27 1.20 0.03 68 342 856 1164 0.76 0.25 
Wyman 0.45 0.20 2.60 4.28 0.67 
Table 5 : Average metal cont ents of concentrates 
Cu Ni Co Fe s Pt Pd Ag Au CU/ Pt/ 
x x x x x ( ppb) (ppb) ( pcm) (ppb) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd 
Himmnax 13. 71 2.56 0. 15 33.71 26.73 820 2151 47.5 783 0.84 0 .28 
Oris Road 5. 11 1.41 0.04 7.89 1176 5245 21* 514 0.78 0.19 
Spruce Road 12.5 2.85 0.12 27.6 21.1 1045 4019 41 .60 1242 0.81 0. 21 
* estimate only fran heads 
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sinplicity, whenever the tenn mean is used, it refers to the weighted 
average. Histograms of data from the deposits as a whole are shown in 
Figures 4 through 13. Because there is a wealth of data from the 
Minnamax deposit, a separate section is devoted strictly to distribution 
of sulfides and R;E in the Minnamax deposit with particular reference to 
Cloud and Basal zones. 
Mean and M2!di.an Values 
Because the data in Tables 3 and 4 were corrpiled only :from holes that 
were analyzed for Ft, Ri, Au anj/or Ag, it may be that 0.1, Ni, Co and S 
contents are not representative of the whole 0.1-Ni sulfide deposit. For 
example, the 0.1-Ni grades might be slightly different from published 
values. '!he OJ/C'u+Ni ratios are not very different from previously 
published values (see previous section) with the exception of the D.mka 
Road deposit (Figure 4). 'Ihe OJ/OH-Ni ratio has a mean of o. 73 and a 
median value of o. 76 (Tables 3 and 4). 'Ihis agrees with Listerud and 
Meineke's (1977) estimate, but not with Ripley's (1981). 
Mean values of cxxnbined Ft and Ri vary :from a low of 105 ppb in the 
Water Hen to a high of 1259 ppb in the D.mka Road deposit (Table 3) . 
Median values are somewhat lower, 103 and 1164 ppb respectively (Table 
4). Because the distribution is highly positively skewed (Figure 5) and 
highly anomalous samples increase the mean considerably, for purposes of 
corrparison, medians (and histograms) give a better representation of 
background data. Because analyses from Spruce Road and Maturi (Table 3) 
are composite, no medians can be calculated for these footages. 
'Ihe data suggest that the D.mka Road deposit is much richer in Ri and 
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Figure 13: Pt versus Pd contents in concentrate 
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'!he majority of these samples (Table Al) came from an area in the D.mka 
Road deposit (Figure A2) where palladium minerals have been identified 
(this study arrl U.S. Steel) arrl may not be representative of the whole 
deposit. Ripley arrl Al~assar (1987) state that "copper grades arrl 
concentrations of FGE appear to be greater within the Babbitt (Minnarnax) 
deposit" (J;XJ. 88) in c.anparison to D.mka Raod. Certainly this is born out 
for Cl but not so by FGE in this study. 
Within all the deposits there is no correlation between Cl, Ni arrljor 
s contents with total RIB content. It does appear, however, that to get 
any RIB values, there must be at least 0.2 wt % S in the rocks. But, as 
the per cent of Cl-Ni sulfides increases, the ann.mt of FGE does not 
necessarily increase. '!his is also disalssed in the section on the 
Minnarnax deposit. 
'!he mean ratio of Ft/Ft+Pd (Table 3) varies fran a low of 0.21 in 
D.lnka Road to highs of O. 53 arrl O. 54 at Spruce Road arrl Maturi. Values 
from Minnamax arrl D.mka (Erie) Pit average about 0.30. '!he median values, 
however, are lower and do not appear to vary significantly airong deposits 
(Figure 6). Not enough data exist from the Spruce Road arrl Maturi 
deposits to calculate medians. Data from OCH 34872 in the vicinity of 
Spruce Road (Dahlberg, 1987) yield an average ratio of 0.21. 'll1is is 
vastly different from the mean of 0.53 reported in Table 3. 
Average silver contents vary from less than 1 ppn in the Cloud zone of 
Minnamax to about 4 ppm in the Minnamax Basal zone arrl Wyman Creek (Table 
3) • '!he distribution of Ag contents is shown in Figure 7. All Minnamax 
data are combined, as well as data from Wyrnan Creek arrl D.mka Road (U.S. 
Steel) • '!he vast majority of the values are less than 8 ppn. '!here are 
sare samples that assay greater than 20 ppn Ag: hole 26010 (115.5 -118.5 
feet) in the D.mka Road deposit (Table Al), Sl-1 (680-683 feet) in the 
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Water Hen deposit (Table A4) and drill holes 60 (1731-1735 feet), 105 
(1842-1855 feet) and 116 (1680-1698 feet) in the Minnamax deposit (Table 
A9) • 'lhree of these sanples are also anomalous in RIB and Au (see 
Apperrlix) • If Ag contents are grouped into those from the Basal zone at 
Minnamax and those from all other deposits (including Cloud zone), there 
appears to be two different distributions of Ag content (Figure 8) : one 
in the Minnamax Basal zone with a median of approximately 4 ppm and a 
secorrl with a skewed distribution with the bulk of the sanples less than 
or equal to 1 ppm. 'Ihis may be a reflection of the richer Ol content of 
the Minnamax Basal zone, because overall, there is a good correlation (:r= 
o. 75) between Cu and Ag contents for all of the deposits (Figure 9), or it 
may also reflect different initial Ag contents of sulfides arrljor magma 
(see section on Minnamax). 
Co content, where analyzed, is low, usually much less than 0.05 wt. % 
(Table 4) . 'Ihe m=dian Co/Co+Ni ratio varies from O. 07 at Minnamax to O .15 
at Water Hen ( 0.1 to 0.19 for mean). 'Ihe distribution of Co is shown on 
Figure 10. Minnamax exhibits the IOOSt variance, probably because it 
reflects the greatest number of sanples. Water Hen does have higher Co 
contents than other deposits, just as it has a relatively higher Ni 
concentration. 
~te Values 
Average values of Pt., :RI, Ag and Au in Ol-Ni concentrates from 
Mi.nnarnax, D.mka Road and Spruce Road are listed in Table 5. Irrlividual 
analyses from different concentrates are presented in Tables AlO, All, and 
Al2. '!hose analyses from Minnamax and D.mka Road are from company files 
whereas those from Spruce Road are from INCD (1975) or from Iawver, et al. 
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(1975). 'Ihese values support the contention that M (not necessarily Ft) 
is enriched in the I)]nka Road deposit. 
'Ihe CU/Ol+Ni ratio of the concentrate is slightly higher than in the 
heads for each of the deposits because overall recovery is better for CU 
than Ni (WatcMich et al. , 1981 an:l this study) , arourrl 90% for cu an:l 70% 
for Ni. Co rea:weries are very lc:M however, about 30 to 35% (WatcMich et 
al. , 1981; Table AlO this study) • It has been suggested that Co, as well 
as occurring in pyrrhotite and pentlandite, may also exist in discrete 
Co-bearing phases that are not separated by the cx:>ncentrating methods 
(Ryan and Weiblen, 1984). 
"REcovery for pt and M is estimated to be 50 to 60% by WatcMich et al. 
(1981) whereas U.S. Steel estimates it to be < 50% (Table AlO). Plots of 
pt arrl M versus %CU and %Ni in the concentrates are shown in Figures 11 
and 12. '!he :R;E values sh.CM a decrease in content with Ol content, and an 
increase with Ni content, especially in Minnamax ores, suggesting that 
they may be preferentially concentrated in a Ni concentrate. No 
correlations of :EGE content with %S in the concentrates was observed. Au 
and Ag content do not correlate with Ol or Ni content. 
A plot of pt versus M (Figure 13) irrlicates that pt arrl M contents 
are highly correlated (L-0. 78) which shows that at least they a.wear to 
occur together in the concentrate. It is interesting to note that the 
correlation coefficient for pt vs M in the head values and drill core 
analyses is only 0.17 (0.5 if two very anomalous samples are deleted) 
which may be a reflection of the overall inhomogeneity of the samples. It 
may be, however, that pt an:l Mare not necessarily fourrl together in the 
ore and during the concentrating process, only those :EGE fourrl together 
are liberated. Not enough is urrlerstood about the mineralcqy of IGE in 




By far the largest anount of data listed in the AppeOOix comas from 
the Minnamax deposit largely because AMAX geologists (stan Watowich in 
particular) were interested in ascertaining whether in fact there might be 
~ anomalous areas with respect to pt and Ri within the deposit. '!he 
data presented in Table 6 have been divided several ways: 
1. "All" represents weighted averages of all analyses. 
2. "Pre-1969" are all analyses done prior to 1969. '!hey were 
separated out because: a) it was not known if the data were reliable, 
and b) they all care from early holes drilled throughout the central 
part of the deposit (Figure AS) 
3. "Cloud" represents analyses only perform::rl on Cloud zone sulfides. 
4. "Baseline" represents analyses perfonte:l every ten feet through two 
representative drill holes through the Tiger Boy and Bathtub ore 
bodies. 
5. ''U of T core" (University of Toronto) are sairples from the Basal 
zone of Minnamax sent to A. J. Naldrett at the University of 
Toronto. 'lhese are analyses published by Naldrett and D.lke (1980). 
'!hey have further been subdivided into the Tiger Boy, Bathtub, and SW 
extension ore bodies. 
6 . ''U of T Drift" are sairples sent to A. J. Naldrett and are from the 
1r0re copper rich I.ocal Boy deposit located near the shaft. 
All i.rrlividual data for these divisions are listed in separate tables in 
the apperrlix (Tables A5 though A9) • 
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Table 6: Weighted 8'llef"89e metal values in the Ni...-x Depieit 
# of Total Cu Ni Co s Pt Pd Pt+Pd Ag Au Cu/ Pt/ 
sanples feet 
" " " " 
(ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppm) (ppb) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd 
All 194 4441.7 0.98 0.22 0.03 2.52 148 2n 378 3.82 66 0.78 0.30 
Pre 1969 61 1m.2 1.22 0.26 0.04 3.86 * * 340 4.61 89 0 .80 * 
Cloud 45 445 0.28 0.08 na 0.38 49 143 192 0.72 na 0.71 0.35 
Baseline 63 630 0.79 0.17 na 1.28 81 196 276 3.76 na 0 .80 0.28 
Bathtub 296 44 440 0.68 0.16 na 1.07 89 193 282 3.40 na 0.80 0.32 
Tiger Boy 254 19 190 1.07 0.20 na 1.n 61 202 263 4.59 na 0.82 0.18 
U of T core 16 1589.5 1.00 0.22 0.01 2.22 193 304 497 na 60 0.81 0.29 
Bathtub 5 531 1.14 0.24 0.01 1.97 326 186 512 na 61 0.82 0.34 
Tiger Boy 7 662 0.98 0.22 0.01 2.55 72 175 247 na 46 0.82 0.30 
SW extens ion 4 397 0.86 0.20 0.01 2.01 118 579 696 na 75 0.81 0.17 
U of T drift 9 + 4.16 1.11 0.07 14.n 155 239 394 na 180 0.76 0.42 
+ grab sarples only 
na not analyzed 
* not avai !able 
Baseline values for combined pt and R1 for the Minnamax ore l:x:xlies are 
282 ppb for Bathtub and 263 ppb for Tiger Boy. 'lhese mnnbers compare 
favorably with that of Ripley and McMahon's (1987) value of 244 ppb. 
Values from the pre-1969 and u of T's data are slightly higher (340 to 497 
ppb) • When the roodians are canpared (Table 4) , these rn.nnbers decrease to 
205 ppb for pre-1969 and 140 ppb for U of T. It appears, therefore, that 
these higher weighted means are due to a few anomalous samples. Irrleed 
one sample from drill hole 60 (Table A9) has 14,000 ppb combined pt and 
Pd. 
As a check on the validity of some of the old analyses, it is of 
interest to not.e that Dahlberg (1987) reanalyzed some intersections from 
the Bl-AMAX drill hole (Tables 7 and A9). '!he mean fran Dahlberg's data 
is 602 ppb versus 805 ppb for the pre-1969. Considerin:J there is a 
difference in the aioount of core analyzed over the section, this is in 
remarkable ag:reem:mt. 
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Table 7: CollpariS(lll of p-e-1969 data with that of Dahlberg, 1987 
XCu Xiii XCo XS Pt Pd Pt+Pd Au Ag CU/ Pt/ Co/ 
(ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) <can> Cu+Ni Pt+Pd Co+Ni 
BA-1 0.56 0.07 0.01 0-76 130 640 770 76 <5 0.89 0.17 0.13 
0.4 0.028 0.007 0.39 100 480 580 52 <5 0.93 0.17 0.20 
0.63 0.043 0 .009 0.67 90 430 520 52 <5 0.94 0.17 0.17 
0.42 0.024 0.008 o. 71 100 350 450 48 <5 0.95 0.22 0.25 
0.51 0.058 0 .01 0.94 120 430 550 n <5 0.90 0.22 0.15 
0.44 0.051 0.01 0.94 80 350 430 38 <5 0.90 0.19 0.16 
0.46 0.052 0.009 0.84 80 760 840 49 <5 0 .90 0.10 0.15 
0.47 0.09 0.01 1.04 170 750 920 83 <5 0.84 0 . 18 0.10 
0.41 0.053 0.01 0.79 70 330 400 22 <5 0.89 0.18 0.16 
0.46 0.086 0.014 1.41 100 460 560 42 5 0.84 0.18 0.14 
average 
2635-2726 0.48 0.06 0.010 0.85 104 498 602 53 0.90 0.18 0.16 
pre-1969 
2590·2660 0.23 0.09 0.38 596 48 5 0.73 
2660-2720 0.48 0.15 0.56 1048 55 5 0.77 
In comparing the sarrples analyzed by the University of Toronto, it can 
be shown that the rrore cu arrl S rich sarrples from the drifts are not 
higher in :i::GE contents (Table 6) • However, Au content is higher in the 
massive sulfide from the drifts arrl this is due to one anomalous sarrple. 
Similarly, the mean value of 326 ppb pt in Bathtub is due to one sarrple 
with 1, 900 ppb pt (Table A6) • If one compares the baseline values with 
those from u of T, it seems that Tiger Boy compares favorably (263 ppb vs 
247 ppb pt+Ri respectively), whereas Bathtub does not. If we disregard 
the one anamalous pt value in Bathtub, the weighted average for cx:xnbined 
Pt.+Ri drops to 212 ppb (vs. 512 ppb in Table 6) . 'Ihis is not that 
different from the 282 ppb reported for baseline Bathtub. Scmples taken 
from SW Extension are slightly higher in roE (mean of 696 ppb cx:xnbined pt 
and Ri versus 247 ppb in Tiger Boy and 282 ppb in Bathtub). This has yet 
to be doctnnented by fUrther analysis. 
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If the basal Minnamax data are used in one data base (not includi.DJ 
Cloud zone data) and a log no:rmal distribution for combined Ft and :M 
contents in the CU-Ni sulfides is assmred, the threshold value for 
anomalous samples can be calculated. Fram these data, the log mean is 215 
pfX> (very close to the median of 200 ppb, Table 4) and the threshold value 
is 1,155 ppb at the 95% confidence inte:rval. '!his neans that any samples 
listed in Tables A6, AB, and A9 with Ft+:M values > 1,155 ppb are 
considered anomalous. If Cloud zone data are included in this analysis, 
then the threshold is increased to 1,253 ppb. 
Ccmparisan of Basal and Clan Zone SUlfides 
'lhe Cl/Ol+Ni ratio of sulfide from the Cloud zone has a mean of 0.71 
and median of o. 77 (Tables 3 and 4) • '!his in:li.cates that it has a 
negatively skewed distribution as shown in Figure 14. 'lhe median value is 
a better estimate of the backgroun:i. 'lhe corresporxtin:J Cl/Ol+Ni ratio of 
sulfides from the Basal zone is o. 82 (Table 4) • 'lhis may well indicate 
that sulfides from the Cloud zone separated from a magma of slightly 
different canposition than those from the Basal zone (Rajamani and 
Naldrett, 1978). 'lhe FtjPt+Ri ratio is approximately the same for each of 
the data sets (0.25, Figure 15). 
Weighted neans for cu, Ni and s contents of Basal and Cloud zone 
sulfides in the Minnamax deposit are considerably higher within the Basal 
zone (Table 3). 'lhe same can be said for Ft, :Mand Ag contents (no Au 
values are available for Cloud zone). 'lllerefore, to compare metal 
contents between the two zones, the individual metal value has been 
divided by its corresponding S content and these are plotted in histograms 
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Figure 14: Distribution of the Cu/ Cu+ Ni ratio at Minnamax 
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Distribution of Pt/Pt+ Pd 
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Figure 15: Distribution of the Pl/Pt+ Pd ratio at M.innamax 
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Distribution of Ni/S 























Figure 16: Distribution of Ni/S at Minnamax 
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Figure 17: Distribution of Cu/ S at Minnamax 
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Figure 18: Ni/S versus Cu/S for Basal and Cloud zones 
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Distribution of Pt+ Pd/ 100xS 
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Figure 19: Distribution of Pt+Pd/ lOOxS at Minnamax 
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Figure 20: Pt+ Pd/S versus Cu/S for Basal and Cloud zones 
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Figure 21: Distribution of Ag/ S at Minnamax 
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Figure 22: Ag/S versus Cu/ S for Basal and Cloud zones 
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'lhe distributions of Ni/S and CU/Sare shown in Figures 16 and 17. 
From these diagrams it can be seen that the relative amJUnts of Ni and 01 
are much higher in the Cloud zone sulfides carrpared to the Basal zone 
sulfides. Ni/S versus CU/S content is plotted in Figure 18. For Basal 
zone sulfides, there is a good correlation between Ni/S and CU/S 
contents. For the Cloud zone, however, the Ni/S ratio does not seem to 
vary in any systematic manner with the cu;s ratio. '!his does not argue 
well for Cloud zone sulfides having separated from a single magma. For if 
this were the case, we would expect a irore consistent variation between 01 
and Ni (Rajamani and Naldrett, 1978). 
'lhe distribution of the ratio of combined Ft+N/(100 x %S) is shown on 
Figure 19. Even though the median value of combined pt+Pd is 140 ppb for 
Cloud zone versus 200 ppb for the Basal zone (Table 4), it can be seen 
that the ratio of Ft+Pd/S is much higher and much irore variable in Cloud 
zone sulfides than in the Basal zone of Minnamax. '!his was also noted by 
'Tyson and Bonnichsen (1986). Ft+NjS versus cu;s is plotted on Figure 20 
for both Basal and Cloud zone sulfides. '!here appears to be a relative 
increase in Ft+NjS with cu;s for those sanples that have a high CU/S 
ratio, even for those frc:an the Basal zone. With irore data, this might 
make a useful tool for estimating R;E content of CU-Ni sulfides. 
It was initially believed that Ag contents were also enriched in the 
Cloud zone relative to sulfide content (Morton, 1987). However, upon 
further inspection (Figures 21-23), it can be seen that when Ag/S contents 
are plotted, Ag is depleted in the Cloud zone relative to the Basal zone 
(Figure 21). A plot of Ag/S versus CU/S {Figure 22) shows that with an 
increase in CU/S, there is no increase in Ag content for the Cloud zone. 
Ag content appears to be directly related to the absolute cu content 
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(Figure 23; r=0.85 for the Basal zone data arrl 0.89 for the Cloud zone 
data) arrl not to the overall sulfide content or the netal/sulfide ratio. 
'As a part of the first phase of this project, the decision was made to 
reassay, where possible, any sanples hav.irq anomalous FGE contents. 
sarrples were also reassayed to determine whether or not there was a 
geochemical "pathfinder" suite of eleroonts that might indicate the 
presence of FGE mineralization. Platinum group minerals consist of 
sulfides, arsenides, bisrnuthenides, tellurides arrl native eleroonts or 
alloys. "As, Bi arrl Te plus Sb, It>, Se, Sn contents have been fourrl 
enriched. over backgrourd in sanples with high FGE content fran the 
followirq areas: a) the Bushveld Corrplex, b) Noril 'sk copper-nickel 
deposit, c) the stillwater Complex, arrl d) the SUdbury copper-nickel 
deposits (cabri arrl LaFlamme, 1976; Genkin arrl Evstigneeva, 1986; stumpfl 
arrl Tarkian, 1976). In all cases, these eleroonts, along with 01, Ni, At:J, 
Au arrl FGE content seem to indicate secorrlary enrichments in a fluid or 
residual phase. In addition, chlorine may also be enriched as an 
indicator of fluid moveroont (Ballhaus arrl Sb.m'pfl, 1986). '!he chlorine 
can be an indicator of alteration arrl may indicate areas within the 
sulfide deposits where there has been re:rrobilization of sulfides am, 
perllaps, concentration of FGE content. Similarly, the presence of 
graphite may be an indication of the deposition of platinum group eleroonts 
(Ballhaus arrl stumpfl, 1985). 
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Because few data exist on the distribution of this "pathf irrler" suite 
of elements in the Ol-Ni sulfide deposits of the IW.uth Cooplex, and that 
pt-Ni arsenides have been reported by Ryan and Weiblen (1984) in the 
Minnamax deposit, this reassayiDJ program was designed to be a pilot study 
to determine the presence and concentration of 'As, Sb, Bi, c, Cl, Fb, Se, 
Sn and Te associated with FGE, Au, arrl Ag concentrations. 'Ihe data in 
Tables 8 and 9 illustrate the increased concentration of some of these 
elements with FGEs, Au, and Ag, as well as other m:tals, e.g., increased 
Mo with high C (see Table 9) . 'Ihe next phase of this study will be a nore 
systematic examination of the distribution of these e1eroonts. 
Of all the samples previously analyzed by the c:x:mpanies (Tables Al to 
A9) , only three samples were highly anomalous with respect to fGE: one 
each from the Water Hen, D.mka Road and Minnamax deposits. ('lhere was 
also a highly anomalous sample taken from the I.Deal Boy, Minnamax deposit 
and analyzed by mro that contained greater than 14 ppm combined pt and 
Pd. No specific location can be given for this sample.) similarly, 
several samples fran the Wyman Creek deposit had preliminary fire assay 
analyses that looked promisiDJ. Upon reanalysis of same samples fram 
Wyman Creek, it was detennined that the preliminary results were 
misleading at best. Follow up work to date has concentrated on the Water 
Hen arrl D.mka Road deposits with preliminary loggiDJ arrl sampliDJ of Wyman 
Creek core (August, 1987). No Minnamax core was sampled andjor 
reassayed. Analyses of samples from the Water Hen, Wyman Creek and one 
sample from the D.mka Road deposit are presented in Tables 8 and 9. One 
sample from Wyman Creek has 8 ppm Ag and also has the highest Au, Pd, 'AB, 
Te and Bi values. However, due to the analytical uncertainties cited 
above, these results will not be djsru.ssed further. 
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Table 8: Analyses of smples froa the Yater Hen Deposit 
Hole Footage Analyst XCu %Ni XS Ag pqn As !:p!I Au ppb Bi pgn 
SL-11 696-704 Chemex 0.4 0.28 6.48 0.5 59 40 0.2 
SL-11 729-737 Chemex 0.68 0.26 2.83 2.8 700 100 4.2 
SL -26 953 Chemex 0.38 0.13 1.75 3.5 90 105 4.7 
SL-13 1101-1102 Berdar-Clegg ><!X 0.24 4.55 12.1 27 240 16 
Hole Footage Analyst %C Cd !:p!1 Cl ppm Co ppm Cr ppm Mo ppm Pb ppm 
SL-11 696-704 Chemex 0.04 <80 275 2 
SL-11 729-737 Chemex 0.02 <80 157 13 
SL-26 953 Chemex 0.14 <80 78 13 
SL-13 1101-1102 Bondar-Clegg 0.09 15 426 156 285 2 57 
Hole Footage Analyst Pd ppb Pt ppb Sb !:p!I Se !:p!I Te !:p!I Rock Type 
SL-11 696-704 Chemex 130 40 0.4 <0.05 opx 
SL-11 729-737 Chemex 360 160 28 0.13 opx 
SL·26 953 Chemex 204 80 1.8 0.25 opx 
SL-13 1101-1102 Bordar -Clegg 300 240 6 14 2.2 opx 
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Sample Sir-1 (680-683) was taken from a late-stage orthopyroxenite dike 
that cross-cuts Virginia Formation toward the base of the Water Hen 
intrusion. It contains greater than 3 ppn ccanbine:i Au, pt and Ri and up 
to 44 ppn Ag along with 4.44% cu and 0.69% Ni (Table A4). 'Ihe cu and Ni 
values are considerably higher than any other assays in Water Hen roc:ks 
(Bill Ulland, personal corranunication, 1987). '!his sample has subsequently 
been reanalyzed by American Shield (personal corranunication) and has been 
confinre::i. 
To see if any other pyroxenite dikes as well as sulfur and oxide rich 
pe.ridotites were anomalous in RIB, four samples were sent in for analysis 
and analyses are presented in Table 8. Of these Sir-11 (729-737) and SI.r-13 
(1101-1102) both have cambine:i Ft+Ri values greater than 500 ppb. Even 
though these contents are not "ore grade", they are considerably higher 
than background values at Water Hen. Both samples are from pyroxenite 
dikes. 'Ihe former sample is from c:x>arse rejects and represents both dike 
material and peridotite, whereas the latter is just dike material. Within 
the sample from Sir-13, other elem:mts that are anomalous are: Ag, Au, Bi, 
Cl, Se and Te. 
Mineralogy of water Hen Sanples 
In hand specimen, the main copper minerals in the anomalous section of 
Sir-1 were primarily bornite and chalcopyrite, and several polished 
sections are made of a sample from 681 feet. Preliminary analyses were 
made of the minerals using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped 
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with a Tracor Northern 2000 energy dispersive system (ELS) and using a 
semi-quantitative analysis (SSQ) canp.lter program. Analyses were done by 
c. A. Beckman at NRRI's Coleraine laboratory. 'lhe sample contains 
approximately 8% interstitial sulfides and arsenides. '!he sulfide (and 
arsenide) minerals in order of ab.lOOance are chalcopyrite (4%), bornite 
(2-3%), maucherite (0.5-1%), and pentlandite (0.5%). other minor minerals 
include sphalerite (pure Zn.S); native Ag, as a cross-cutting veinlet 
through maucherite; niccolite; parkerite (an anisotropic white mineral 
that contains Bi, Ni and S) ; and tentatively, tetradymite (soft, 
anisotropic yellav mineral which contains Bi, Te and S) as an inclusion in 
parkerite. No Pt. or re minerals were identified. 
Olalcopyrite and bornite are comrconly int:ei:grcMn, showing ex.solution 
textures. '!hey occur as 0.5 to 1 nun composite grains fillin:J the spaces 
between fine-grained (lmm) subhedral orthopyroxene (~1) . Pentlandite 
occurs as inclusions in chalcopyrite and shows replacercent by chalcopyrite 
alonJ cleavage traces. Maucherite occurs as separate interstitial grains 
filling voids between orthopyroxene. Parkerite occurs with maucherite, 
generally at grain boundaries. It is easily recognizable by its color, 
anisotropism, twinning and Bi spectra. Sphalerite usually occurs as small 
inclusions in bornite. 
After identification of the above minerals, several other dikes were 
sampled for polished section analysis. After looking at sections from 
five different pyroxenite dikes, two periods of sulfide mineralization 
have been recognized: the first is c.orrp:>Sed of pynhotite, chalcopyrite, 
cubanite and some pentlandite which is the basic mineralization in the 
Water Hen deposit; the second consists of late stage chalcopyrite (shows 
cross-cutting relationships with other oxides, sulfides and silicates), 
bornite, maucherite, native bismuth, niccolite, parkerite, native Ag and 
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tetradymite. 'Ihe later stage is generally enriched in a.i, Ni, As, Bi, NJ 
arrl Te. 'lllis petrographic work is on-goirg arrl core is presently beirg 
logged arrl sampled for both petrographic arrl chemical analysis. 
Dlnka Road Depa:;it 
Reports from u.s. steel in:ticated that a sample from om 26010 (115.5 
to 118.5 feet) was highly anomalous in Fti, Au arrl NJ (Table Al). 'lllis 
analysis has subsequently been confinred (Table 9). 'llle sample ~ from 
a zone with approximately 50% sulfides that is associated with a gabbroic 
pegmatite cx:xrposed of 25% plagioclase, 20% pyroxene, 5% oxides arrl 50% 
sulfides (this study, 1987). 'llle upper contact is gradational with white, 
highly altered, madit.nn to coarse-grained gabbro. Alteration minerals 
include kaolinite(?) arrl sericite after plagioclase, chlorite after 
pyroxene arrl nuroorous cross-cuttirg veins of natrolite arrl analcine. 'Ihe 
latter two zeolites were identified by X-ray diffraction (this study, 
1987). 'lh.e lower contact is gradational with a medium-grained, 
pyroxene-bearirg troctolite that is locally altered to chlorite. 
Previous work by Pete Niles of U.S. steel (now with NRRI) has 
identified numerous tmusual minerals as well as c.halcopyrite, pentlarrlite, 
violarite and pyrrhotite within the sulfide zone. 'Ibey are: froodite 
(NBi2), m.ichenerite (Rf.reBi), gold (Au, NJ), native Bi, arrl an unknown 
mineral c::aITpJSed of Fti, Sb and Bi. Textures in the ore minerals in:ticate 
that pentlarrlite is beirg replaced by violarite, c.halcopyrite and the Au, 
NJ, Fti-bearing minerals which may in:ticate that these concentrations of 
roE are due to later mineralizing fluids. Certainly the airount of 
alteration in the rocks warrants further research. Work will be focussed 
on samples from this area during the coming year. 
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Large tonnages of 01-Ni sulfides are located at the base of the Olluth 
Corrplex from the Hoyt-Lakes to Kawishiwi Lakes area of northeastern 
Minnesota. 'lhese large resources have backgrourrl FGE cx:>ntents associated 
with them that, if mined for 01-Ni, would add a few dollars to the value 
of the ore. Backgrourrl values for cx::anbined pt arrl Ri vary from a low of 
105 ppb in the Water Hen to a high of 1,259 J;t:ib in the n.mka Road deposit 
(103 J;tlb to 1, 164 :ppb for ne:lian) • '1he Ft/Ft+Ri ratio of these deposits 
average around 0.21 for D.mka to 0.30 for Minnamax. Data for Spruce Road 
arrl Maturi are too rreager to make a real estimate of the ratio. Rlacovery 
of FGE in copper-nickel flotation concentration tests has been 
consistently below 50% at Sp:ruce Road (INOO), Minnamax arrl at D.mka Road. 
'!his rreans the added dollar value at today's prices would be as follows: 
Omka Road, $4.55; Sp:ruce Road, $4.65; Minnamax, $2.89 arrl Waterhen, 
$1.16. Even though there are large resources of FGE, they are not 
econanically viable by themselves, arrl do not add nuch to the value of the 
01-Ni ore. However, smaller tonnage, higher grade 01-Ni-FGE-Au-Ag-CO ore 
kx:xiies could be economical. 
'lhe number of anomalous sanples is very low. Even though core have 
not consistently been analyzed for enriched FGE, one might expect a few 
more anomalous sanples than three, each one being in a different deposit. 
It does not look pran.ising to firrl a large area within the CU-Ni sulfide 
deposits that could be mined for FGE alone. On the other harrl, a smaller 
01-Ni-FGE-Au-Ag-CO deposit could be successfully mined. 
Because a few anomalous sanples have been fourrl, the best course of 
action is to study both their geological setting arrl their mineralogy, not 
only to their relation to the CU-Ni sulfide deposits, but perhaps to 
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stJ:ucture, alteration, and rock types as well. 'lWo of the samples appear 
to be the result of secorrlary 01, R;E enrichment and, therefore, if 
localized areas of alteration (such as arourrl the anomalous sample at 
D.mka Road) can be delineated and shown to be related to :ffiE 
mineralization, then there is a nru.ch better chance of locating other areas 
of :ffiE enrichment. 'Ihese local enriched :ffiE areas would add additional 
netal value to a smaller tonnage, higher grade 01-Ni ore body. One of the 
goals of this program is to identify smaller 01-Ni-:ffiE-Au-Ag ore 
deposits/zones that would be economical to mine due to the increase in the 
total metal value per ton of ore. 
'Ihe data collected for this report suggest that samples with high a.vs 
ratios are apt to have higher Ft+R::l/S ratios than background. If a.vs 
ratios for the existing 01-Ni sulfide deposits were delineated and sarrples 
taken from those areas with high CU/S (even if %01 is not too high) and 
assayed, more anomalous samples might be found. 
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Teble Al : D•t• Collected FrOl9 U.S. Steel's Dunka Ro•d Deposit 
DUNKA ROAD 
DOH Fro• To feet 'Cu lffi '5 'co Pt Pd Pt+ Pd Au Ag Cu/ Pt/ Vo (ppb} (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppm} Cu+H1 Pt+ Pd 
26030 5116 725 AO 0 .5A 0.19 1.n 0 .011 205 719 925 H 0.77 0.22 1. 78 
26033 960 980 20 0 .83 0 . 23 1.11 0 .012 2TA 1A0' 1678 68 0 .78 o. 16 o. 15 
260U 67 122 55 o .n 0.17 0 .90 0.010 111 1027 1199 H O. TJ 0 .1' 0. 7' 
260U 67 122 55 0 . '7 0.17 0 .90 0.009 171 1027 1199 18 0 .73 o . " o. 7' 
2504' 107 111 10 0 . 6' 0.20 1.00 0.009 205 959 116' 68 0.76 0.18 0.'6 
260'5 1 2, . 5 17 . 5 O. A9 0.15 0.57 0.009 A11 1062 1'73 18 0.77 0 . 28 -o. 17 
260'1 S18 S58 AO 0.55 O.JS 0 . 77 0.017 3A2 1507 18'9 103 0 . 61 o . 19 -0 . 30 
26010 115 . S 118 . s 3 5.6' 0.6, 11.99 SU 890' ''18 1712 25.00 0 .90 0.05 15.66 
26010 280 282 2 1.00 0.65 
"·" 
111 3,7 SU 3 0.03 0 .61 0.33 35 . 21 
26011 115 123 8 o. 72 0 . 29 T.80 l 171 175 3 0.03 o. 71 0 . 02 18 . 68 
26011 127 133 6 0.85 0.57 21.58 3 171 175 3 0.03 0.60 0 . 02 55 . 70 
26015 351 361 10 0.80 0.19 0 .90 3'2 1027 1370 3,2 ,.11 0.81 0.25 -0 . 23 
26015 361 371 10 0.87 0 . 25 0.96 171 51' 685 171 0.3, 0 . 78 0.25 -0 . •1 
26017 715 725 10 1.10 0 .3' 1.3' 3'2 856 1199 3 0.03 0 .76 0.29 -0 . 2• 
26017 725 TJS 10 1.0' 0. 28 1.U 3'2 685 1027 3'2 O.Ol 0 . 79 0.33 0.33 
26018 398 •01 3 0 . 83 0 . 56 7.0, 171 171 3'2 3'2 • . 11 0.60 o.so 15.60 
26021 38' 39' 10 0 . 90 0 . 27 1.27 3'2 HS 1027 3'2 0.03 0 .77 0.33 0.31 
26021 39' 'O' 10 0.97 0.28 1.56 3'2 856 1199 3 0 . 03 0.78 0 .29 o . 88 
26026 315 325 10 1.02 0 . 21 1.20 51' 856 1370 171 0.03 0.83 0 . 38 -0 . 07 
26026 325 335 10 0.98 0.33 1.AS 3'2 155 1199 171 0.03 0.75 0 .29 o.,5 
26026 '95 sos 10 0.9S 0 . 2, 1 . 55 171 SU HS 171 4.11 0 .80 0 .25 1.01 
26030 685 696 10 0.87 0.2, 1. 15 l'2 HS 1027 3•2 0 . 03 0.78 0.33 (t. 15 
25031 825 829 3 1.2S 0 . 59 T.29 171 3•2 51' 3 0.03 o.u 0.33 1'. 79 
25033 960 970 10 1.00 0.27 1.09 l'2 1199 1S'1 3 0.03 0.79 0 .22 -o.n 
26033 970 980 10 0 . 73 0.22 0.92 l'2 HS 1027 3'2 0 . 03 o. 77 0.33 -0.06 
26121 1580 1590 10 0 . 5, 0.2S o.aa 15.58 0.72 0.01 
25121 1590 1600 10 0.75 0.31 1.11 I.TO 0. 71 0.15 
25121 1600 1607 T 0.80 0.28 1.20 t.11 O. TA 0 .36 
26121 1607 1615 a 0 .06 0.12 0.12 s.12 0.33 
-o." 
26121 1615 1.623 I 0. 13 0 . 10 0.27 1.10 0.57 0.13 
Su• 42S .5 
Average 14.11 0.93 0 .30 3.11 0.012 270 1089 13S9 200 2.12 0 .72 0.2• S.37 
Wt avg 0.71 0.2, 1.11 0.007 256 1003 1259 125 1.22 0. 73 0.21 
Std 0.11 0.16 4 .81 0 . 003 128 1633 1701 33' l.7S 0.10 0.11 12.30 
Wt std o.•t o.zo 1.71 0 . 016 217 1146 13A2 103 2.52 0.71 0.16 
"o (pyrrhotite) ts estt .. ted by essu.ing that ell sulfur fs present 
only in chalcopyrf te, pentlandite and pyrrhotfte. 
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Table A21 Data Collected FrOtl the Wyman Creek Deposit, U.S. Steel 
DOH Fro• To feet lCu lHf Pt Pd Pt+Pd Ag Cu/ Pt/ lPo 
(ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (PP9) Cu+Nt Pt+Pd 
26126 8'2 852 10 120 31 151 0.80 
26126 852 860 8 188 2• 212 0.89 
26133 855 865 10 
26133 875 885 10 •.38 
26133 905 911 15 4 . 08 
26133 911 919 8 •.93 
2151U 29• 299 5 0 . 90 o . •8 3.8' 1.13 0.155 6 . 82 
261'• 299 30• 5 0.82 o.•1 3.80 1.13 0.67 '1 .11 
261U 30• 309 5 0 . •5 0 . 39 3 . •5 •• 28 o.5• '1 . 23 
261U 309 315 6 0.33 0.20 2.60 0 . 152 5.71 
2151U 315 325 10 0.28 0. 12 2.13 3 . 25 0.70 4. 77 
261'4 751 162 11 0.27 0.07 0.53 3 . 56 0.'19 0.53 
261'4 762 '170 8 2.30 o.n 2.61 5.72 0 .83 -o.•o 
261U '170 777 7 1 . 12 0.85 15. 56 5.92 0 . 57 12. 7' 
261U 777 '182 5 o . •o o.u 0.91 •.59 0 .7• 1.03 
261'5 108 118 10 o . • o 0 .1 9 1.52 1.5• 0.158 2 . 58 
Average 0 . 73 0.33 2 . 80 15• 27 182 3 . 71 0.68 0.84 • . 81 
Std 0.59 0 . 23 1.66 3• 3 31 1.59 0 .09 0.05 3.79 
Wt. av 0.71 0.30 2.57 3.52 0.69 
Std 0.66 0.21 1.•8 1.86 0 . 28 ..... 
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T1ble A3: Oat• Fro. the Dunk• Pit Arel • 
PICKAHDS MATHER 
Hole fre>tm To Feet 'Cu '11i 'Co Pt Pd Pt+Pd Cu/ Pt/ Co/ Rock Type 
(ppb) (ppb) (ppb) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd Co+Hf 
D- 9 935 9•0 5 0.50 o. 15 0.02 2•0 85 325 O. TT o. 7' 0.09 F.G . Helatroctolite 
D-10 390 395 5 0 . 69 0.35 0. 01 100 155 255 0.66 0.39 F.G . Helatroctolite 
D-11 538 5'3 5 0.18 0.09 0.01 200 260 uo 0 .66 o.•3 0 . 12 F.G. Helatroctolite 
D-12 532 537 5 0 .95 0 . 2• 0 . 02 120 305 •25 0.80 0.28 0.06 Melatroctolfte to feldspath ie dunite 
;: D-12 586 591 5 0 . 32 0 . 19 0.02 70 225 295 0 . 63 0.2• 0.09 "elatroetolite to feldspathlc dunfte 
.•. 0-12 907 912 5 0.59 0.27 0.02 120 170 290 0.69 o.•1 0.07 F.O. Helatroctolite wi th •fnor fnclusions !: 
~= D-12 1189 1194 5 o .•o o. 17 0.02 1 165 166 0.70 0.01 0.09 F.O. Troctolite with inclusions co1M1on 
D-13 266 271 5 o. 10 0.06 0.01 1 5 6 0 .61 0.17 o. 12 Hornfels 
AVERAGE 0 .'7 o. 19 0.01 101 171 278 0.69 0 . 33 0.09 
STD 0.26 0.09 o. oo 80 89 13• 0.06 0 . 20 o.oz 
.... 
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Tati1e .A.a1 Data Collected Fro• the Water Hen Depos i t 
DOH Fro• To Feet 'Cu "41 ~ Pt Pd rt•Pd AU A9 Pt•Pd•Au Cu/ Col Rock Type 
(ppl>)(ppbl (ppO) (ppl>) (ppe) (ppb) ~•Ni Co•Ni 
CH-1 395 .a2s 30 0.2• 0.09 o . o• 1T 3A2 1.03 HO O,'U 0.32 hnded Oun i te 
CH-1 '25 .ass JO 0.18 0 . 09 o.o• 17 17 0.17 3' 0.67 O.J1 01dde Ounite 
CH-1 '55 '86 J1 0 .21 0.011 o . o• 1T 1T 0.17 3A 0.71 0.32 Oxide Ounite 
CH-1 '86 51S 29 0.27 0.09 o.o.a 10J 17 0.17 120 O.T5 O.J1 Oxide Ounite 
CH-1 515 5•5 30 0.23 0.10 o.o.a 111 1T 0.17 188 O.TO 0 . 29 Oxide Ounite 
CH-1 5•5 5T5 30 0.'1 0.1' o . o• 21' 1T 0.17 Z91 O. TS 0.22 Oxide Oun lte 
CH-1 IJS 115 30 0.19 0.11 o.os 18 1T 0.11 H 0.53 0.31 "assfve Sult ide 
CH-1 165 595 30 0.26 0.1' 0.06 811 1T 0.11 H 0.5' 0.29 "ass Ive Sult Ide 
CH-1 195 'TJO JS o.u 0.11 O. Ol 1T 17 1.00 3' O.AT o.u Mornfels and Troe to lite 
CN-1 130 765 35 0.12 0 .1 11 0.02 1T 1T 0.11 u o . •o o . 10 Troctoll te 
CH-I TIS 785 20 0 . 19 0.11 o . o• 17 1 1.00 111 0 . 13 0.21 Troctol IU 
CN-1 TllS 1105 20 O. H 0.2' 0.06 10J 17 0 . 17 120 o.u 0.20 Troctol I te 
CH-1 1105 11'5 •O 0.27 0.11 0 . 05 611 17 0.11 H O.llJ 0.2.a Troctollte 
CH-2 •o . 5 so 9 . 5 o . u 0 . 12 o.o.a 0 0 11 11 0.17 3• o.s.a 0.25 Saprollte 
CH-2 50 10 20 0 . •11 0.22 O.OT 0 0 103 11 0.11 120 O.ll'J 0.2• Ox llr Po Ounite 
CH-2 '70 90 20 0 .25 0.09 0.03 17 17 0.01 u o.u 0.21 Gatitlro Horn h ls n-110 Po-Oic-Ounlte 
CH-2 90 115 25 o.os O.Ol 0.01 1 1 o.n 2 0.5• 0 . 26 Hornfels 
CN-2 115 150 JS 0 . 1' 0 .05 0.02 11 1 0.01 18 O.T3 0 . 28 Hnh • Pd 
CN-2 150 1115 J5 0 .13 o.o.a 0.01 11 1 o.n 18 0.'76 0.20 Hornfe ls 
CH-3 ao 105 25 0.07 103 17 0.68 120 Dunlte 
CH-J 105 130 25 o.oa 205 17 1.0J 22J Oun I tft 
CH-3 130 155 25 0.02 811 IT 0.68 H Troctol I te 
CH-l 1S5 190 35 o . o• 17 17 0.17 3.& Troctolfte 
CH-l 190 220 30 0.02 811 17 0.17 H Troctolite 
CH-l 220 260 •o 0.01 103 17 0.17 120 Hornfels 
CH-3 260 300 •o 0.01 17 17 0.3.& 3A Troctolft• 
CH-l 300 325 25 0 .02 137 · 11 0.11 15• Ounlte 
CH-T 11'5 11611 2J <30 <20 l t Ox !>unite • Troe .Anorihos· 
SL-S 330 J•O 10 N.A. M.A . 0 . 02 0 
Troctol he 
SL-1 lTO .&SO ao 0.60 0.2' O. Ol 0 205 205 3'2 A.OS SAi 0.11 0.12 OlC Pd and Ox Ounlte 
SL-1 6110 HJ 3 
' ·" 
0.69 0.011 1027 1370 2J97 1027 U.18 3'25 0 . 81 0.10 "afic: dike 
SL-10 530 580 50 0.13 O.OT 0.03 0 205 205 17 ,,08 223 0.65 0.31 Cbdde Oun I te 
SL-11 All5 515 JO 0 . 26 0.11 0.09 0 137 137 1 3.'2 131 0.12 a.35 Troctollte • "•sslve Po 
SL-11 691 137 A1 0 . 54 O.JO 0 . 05 0 103 103 17 11.10 120 o.u a.15 Oxide Po Perldottte 
SL-11 710 'T15 5 0 .54 a .JI a.06 0 0 1 0.59 a.1' 
SL-11 715 720 5 o . u 0.51 O.OT 0 103 103 a.59 0.12 
SL-11 720 . 725 5 0.69 0.53 o.oT 0 205 205 a.5'7 a.12 
Sl.-11 125 730 5 0.55 a.25 a.04 137 2·u 01 a.ll'J 0.13 
Sl.-11 130 TJT 1 a.SJ 0.1' a.01 0 205 205 a. TT 0.01 
Sl.-11 737 745 • 0.10 0.01 a.01 0 a 1 
0.13 0.10 Troc:tolfte/Gat>t>ro 
Sl.-11 7'5 750 s 0.18 0 . 10 a.01 0 0 1 o. u 0.07 Troc:tollte/Gal>t>ro 
st.-11 750 755 s 0.31 0.1' 0.01 0 a 1 a.TA 0.09 Mixed Troc:/Gaooro 
s1.-11 755 715 10 0.19 0.011 0.01 0 0 1 a.'70 a.12 Mixed Troc:/~Obro 
Sl.-11 765 715 10 O.ll 0 . 12 0.01 .. a .. a.'75 a.07 Mixed Troc:/Gabbro 
Sl.-lJ ADO A10 10 o.•2 o.u 0 103 103 a . TS Mornfels 
Sl.-13 '80 "o 10 0.18 a.1' 0 .. .. 0.51 
Per1dot tte 
Sl.-13 '90 SOD 10 0.20 a.11 a 103 103 a.H Pyf"o•• "1t• 
$~-13 500 110 10 a.1T 0.1' 0 10.J 103 O.SA l'yroll•" 1 t• 
Sl.-13 520 530 10 0.2• ·0 . 12 0 1a3 1a3 o.n 
,.,.ldot lte 
Sl.-13 530 540 10 0.25 0.12 0 .. II O.H 
Perldotlte 
Sl.-13 5•o 550 10 o.•e 0.2• 0 137 13'7 a.n 
!Nfth• 
Sl.-1l 550 510 10 o.so o.n 0 10l 103 a.IS 
!)unite 
Sl.-13 SID 570 10 O • .Jl 0.21 l'2 10.J us 0.11 
$411f Id• ~lch '•rldOtlte 
Sl.-1l 570 180 10 0.11 0.10 0 a 1 O.IZ 
h9eet lttc: Troe: to 1f t• 
Sl.-13 510 590 10 0.19 0.10 0 0 1 a.II 
Troe: to lite 
Avera<J• O.ll o. n o.o• 54 121 132 11 Z.52 201 a . II 0.20 
Std o.u 0.13 0.02 1tl 2•• 325 190 a.oz 171 a.01 0.09 
Wt Avera9e O.lO o. u 0.04 ts 14 2 110 
Std 0 . 3• 0 . 1!1 a.03 13• 221 1.92 , .. 
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Table AS: List of Holes for Which There Are Precious Metal Data at Hinna111a1C 
HINNAMAX 
OOH N-S E-W DEPOSIT ELEMENTS LABORATORY t of DATE 
Sa11ples 
1 233S 1599W UPDIP BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 3 1959 
3 •17N 3196E UPDIP TIGERBOY AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE · 1 1958 
5 200S UOOE TIGER BOY AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1958 
6 646S 802E BATHTUB AG,AU,CO , PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1959 
7 902S •398E UPOIP TIGERBOY AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 5 1959 
17 900S O. OE BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 3 1959 
22 895S 2•oow UPOIP BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1959 
23 897S 1598W UPDIP BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE • 1959 2• 1695.5S 1597W BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1959 
25 202S U07W UPOIP BATHTUB AG,AU,CO , PGHTOT S\JDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1959 
26 95S 3203W UPOlP BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1959 
29 1695S 3181\ol BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 3 1959 
33 1712S •BOJE TIGER BOY AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT S\JOBURY ASSAY OFFICE 2 1960 
3• 2397S 5633W BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 3 1960 
35 203S •901E UPOlP TIGERBOY AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT S\JOBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1959 
39 2510S 3201W BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGMTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 2 1960 
•o 900S •012w UPDIP BATHTUB AG,AU,CO,PGHTOT SUDBURY ASSAY OFFICE 1 1960 
AO CLOUD PT,PO,AG BONOAR CLEGG 2 1979 
57 21275 7532W BATHTUB AG,AU,PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA 1 1967 
58 35965 3047W SW EXTENSIOH AG,AU,PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA 2 1967 
60 36HS 87E OUTSIOE AREA AG,AU , PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA 1 1967 
78 2100s 3207W CLOUD PT,PD,AG BONDAR CLEGG 1 1979 
82 2100s 2'14W CLOUD PT,PO , AG BONDAR CLEGG • 1979 85 2477S 1657W OUTSIDE AREA ZN,PB,AG,AS KENNECOTT 5 1971 
90 1710S 2401W CLOUD PT,PO,AG BONDAR CLEGG 5 1979 
91 1705S A037W CLOUD PT,PO,AG BONOAR CLEGG .. 1979 
92 2523S 2420W CLOUO PT,PO,AG BONOAR CLEGG 3 1979 
96 36935 1725W CLOUD PT,PO,AG BONOAR CLEGG .. 197~. 
100 2499S 107E BATHTUB CO,SULNl KENNECOTT 1971 
103 16685 •e11w CLOUD PT,PO,AG BONOAR CLEGG 2 1979 
105 5625S 3228E LOCAL BOY ZN,PB,AG,AS KENNECOTT .. 1971 
AU,AG,PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA 3 1968 
AU,AG,PT,PO,CO KENNECOTT 3 1968 
116 55•o5 3047E LOCAL BOY AG,AU,PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA • 1968 
117 4730S U90E OUTSIDE AREA ZN,PB,AG,AS,SULNI KENNECOTT 1 1971 
119 5589S 4800E LOCAL BOY AG,AU,PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA 3 1969 
122 5628S 5575E OUTSIDE AREA ZN,PB,AG,A5 KENNECOTT 1 1971 
130 56095 2•25E LOCAL BOY AG,AU,PT,PO,CO SWASTIKA 3 1969 
133 5210.75 2•2• . 3E LOCAL BOY ZN,PB,AG,AS KENNECOTT 1 1971 
136 51995 3621E TIGER BOY ZN,PB,AG,AS KENNECOTT 1 1971 
216 2891.55 804W CLOUD PT,PO,AG llOffOAR CLEGG 1 1979 
222 45965 4799E TIGERBOY All PGH + AU U OFT 1 1979 
231 3U8S 2470E TIGERBOY ALL PGH + AU U OF T 1 1979 
25• 2894.55 A41'.9E TIGERBOY All PGH + AU U OF T 1 1979 
25• 289•.55 A•1' . 9E TIGER BOY PT,PO,AG IONOAR CLEGG 18 1976 
263 1228.65 201'.4W CLOUD P PT ,PO,AG 80HDAR CLEGG 3 1979 
2158 31500.15 4003.llE TIGER BOY All PGH + AU U OFT 1 1979 
289 1299 . 25 3201.2W CLOUD P PT,PO,AG IOHOAR CLEGG 3 1979 
295 6403.55 158•.2E SW EXTENSION ALL PGH + AU U OF T 2 1979 
296 2•19.8S 358.7W BATHTUB ALL PGH + AU U OF T 2 1979 
296 2'19.85 358.7W BATHTUB PT,PO.AG IONOAA CLEGG 42 1979 
30• 211u.ss 2024.2W CLOUD PT,PO,AG IONOAR CLEGG 1 1979 
307 2•015.SS 2001. 2W CLOUD ,T,PO,AG BOHOAR CLEGG 3 1979 
31& 1998.4S 2001.JW CLOUD PT,PO,AG BOHOAR CLEGG • 1979 
333 2U.6S 31507.•E TIGER BOY All PGH + AU U OF T 1 1979 
356 4802.85 2•03. 1W SW EXTENSION All PGH + AU U OF T 1 1979 
3151 6015.25 euw SW EXTENSION All PGH + AU U OF T 1 1979 
3153 1992.65 2798W CLOUD ,T,PO,AG llOffOAR CLEGG 3 1979 
3U 2395.75 2791. 1W BATHTUB All PGH • AU U OF T 1 1979 
366 302.3S 2798.SW BATHTUB All PGH + AU U OF T 1 1979 
3159 U31 .2S 2000.4W BATHTUB All PGH + AU U Of T 1 1979 
372 1181.5S 2799.ZW CLOUD rT,PO,AG IONOAA CLEGG 2 1979 
381 11915 28U .1E TIGER BOY All PGH • AU U OF T 1 1979 
390 1210.25 5205.'7E TIGER BOY All PGH + AU U Of T 1 1979 
BI NW< OUTSIDE AREA AU,AG,PT,PD SWASTIKA 3 1967 
KENNECOTT 3 1967 
OCHS ANO GOLDEH 3 1967 
66225 1505 ltoOW UPDIP BATHTUB AG,AU,PT,PO,CO s.tAS TI IC.A 1 1967 
DRIFT TIGER BOY All PGH + AU U OF T • 1979 
NOTE: CLOUD ARE BATHTUB EXCEPT MARKED WITH P 
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T1ble A81 POE D1t1 frOll Hinn111K An1lyz1d 1t University of Toronto 
Ar11 Hole Fro. To l'•lt tof 'Cu '1ti 'Co '5 Pt Pd Pt+Pd Rh Ru Ir 01 Au Cu/ Pt/ Co/ ,,0 ll•p. in (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) '(ppb) (ppb) (ppb) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd Co+Ht int1rv1l 
Bathtub 366 2'5 305 60 3 . 6 o. 76 0.12 0 . 01 1.36 20 AO 60 2.A 0 . 6 0.8 0 13 0. 86 0.33 0 . 10 1.32 Bllth tub 36• 1525 1606 81 A. 8 1 . ·'5 0. 32 0.02 3.U 1900 260 2160 12 5 A 2 110 0.82 0.88 0 .05 • . 61 Bathtub 369 1305 1U5 1'0 8 • .4 1.75 0.3• 0 . 02 2.86 20 41 61 2 . 5 I o. 7 0.2 11 o.u 0.33 0.05 2.U Bllthtub 296 128'1 1'57 170 10 o.n 0.18 0.01 1.01 60 310 370 7,9 5 3 0 110 0.81 o. 16 0 .06 o . 18 Bathtub 295 1517 1597 80 .4 . 8 o.u . 0.20 0.01 1.•0 60 210 270 6.9 8 2 0 u 0. 81 0 . 22 0.06 1.01 Tigerboy 231 175• 1884 130 7 . 8 0.80 o.u 1.58 0 . 85 1. 76 Tigerboy 268 1955 2045 90 5. • 0 . 89 0.2• 0 . 02 1.98 60 230 290 •• 5 0.3 1. 7 2 Zl 0.79 0.21 0 . 06 2 . 36 Tigerboy 222 1793 . 4 1865 71 . 6 2. 1 0 . 96 0. 35 1.21 0 . 7l 16 . •0 ligerboy 254 1773 1923 150 9 1.31 0. 24 2, 10 0 . 85 1. 52 Tigerboy 381 325 315 50 3 0 . 99 0. 20 0 . 01 0 . 93 200 250 •so 10 10 6 6 110 0.83 o.u 0 .05 0 .00 Tigerboy 333 5'5 615 10 • . 2 0 . 80 o.u 0 . 01 1. 7' 25 110 135 2 . 5 0 0 . 8 0 30 0.83 o. 19 0 .08 2.20 Tigerboy 390 1235 1335 100 4,8 0.91 0.27 0 . 02 2.99 25 67 92 6 5 2 0 '2 0.77 0.27 0 .07 5.00 
s.w. Ex 356 uoo 1545 us 8 .. 7 0.98 0.21 0 . 01 1.56 160 830 990 19 20 
' 
0 80 0.81 0.16 0.05 1.29 S.W. Ex 361 2054 2105.9 51,9 I, 5 1.16 0. 38 0.01 4.67 50 310 360 25 20 3 1 '2 0.75 o.u 0 . 03 8 .6& S. W. Ex 295 1375 1'35 60 3.6 0 .15 o. 18 0 . 01 1.10 uo 620 '160 1.' I 3 T 100 0.81 0. 18 0 . 06 o:u S. W. Ex 295 2095 2235 uo 8 . A 0 . 17 o." 0.01 1 . 87 90 •oo '90 1. 1 1 l 3 12 0 . 85 o . 18 0. 07 2. 6• Drift A 260 + 2.48 2.38 0.13 18.0A 60 80 1'0 AS •2 16 0 35 0 . 51 o . u 0.05 36 . 58 
"' Drift A 315 t 3.'5 0.78 o." 19. 40 5 54 59 20 61 11 11 23 0 . 82 0 . 08 0 . 15 
" . 71 ~ Drift A 117• t 1.42 0.2• 0.02 2.58 250 520 770 8 I • 0 120 0 . 86 0.32 0 . 06 2 . 5• Drift B 925 t 1.00 0.21 0.02 2. 13 360 290 650 10 0 2 2 62 0.83 0.55 0 . 08 2 . 5• 
Drift B 1110 t 1.45 1.82 0 . 011 34 . 59 100 130 230 110 12 AO 10 ,., o. u 0.43 o.o• 86 . 29 
Drift B 1267 + 0.53 0.16 0.01 1.16 60 '9 109 3 2 1 0.1 • 0.77 0.55 0.07 1.31 Drift C 260 • 8 . oo 2.45 o. 12 20. 86 100 260 360 27 21 15 0 51 0.77 0.211 0.05 211 . 86 
Drift D 310 + 1'.110 1.'5 0 . 01 24.12 60 21 81 31 2 8 0 • 0.91 o.u 0.05 21 . 52 Drift D 345 t 4 . 35 0. '6 0.03 10. 02 AOO 750 1150 7 0 4 1 1300 0.90 0.35 0.05 U . 28 
Me•n 2 . 13 0.54 o.o• 6.83 191 265 458 16 
" 
I 2 101 o."' 0.3' 0 . 06 11.'9 
Std 3.02 0. 66 0.04 11.93 38'1 228 A82 23 20 II l 2U o. 10 0 . 20 0 . 02 19 . U 
Hean Bllthtub 1 . 11 0 . 23 o . 01 2.01 '12 172 58' 8 5 2 0 51 0 . 83 0.39 0 .06 1.85 
Std Bathtub 0 . 41 0. 08 o.oo 0.96 TU 112 797 A 2 1 1 •5 0.02 0. 26 0 . 02 1.52 
Hun Ttgerboy 0.95 0. 23 0 . 01 2.66 79 164 242 8 • 3 2 .. 0 . 81 0 . 211 0.06 • • 18 Std Tlgerboy o. 16 O. OT o . oo 1.97 '72 79 1'1 3 A 2 2 22 o.o• o . 10 0.01 5.18 
He•n SW Ext 0.89 0.23 0 . 01 2. 30 110 SAO 850 12 13 3 l TA 0. 80 0.17 0 .05 3.26 
Std SW Ext 0 . 16 0.09 o.oo 1.40 43 202 2U 11 ., 0 3 21 0.03 0 . 02 0 .02 3 . 20 
Hun Drtft 4.16 1 .11 O. O'J u. 'J7 155 239 39A 29 24 II 3 180 O.'JI o.u 0 .07 26 . 19 
Std Drift 4.3' O.H 0.05 10.ea 138 235 359 31 28 II • 391 o.u 0.11 0.03 25. 54 
Sua 1519.5 Wt Avg 1.00 0.22 0.011 2.22 193 304 A9'J 10 o .1u 0.21 0.011 
Wt Std 0.55 0.11 0,006 1.24 391 31' 523 11 
+ gr1b s1•pl11 only 
I 
Tabll! A1: Pt, Pd, Cr, and Ag Contl!nts of the Cloud Zone Sulfidl!S 
... Hole Fro11 To Feet 'Cu ~i '5 Cr Ag Pt Pd Pd+Pt Cu/ Pt/ 'Po 
·:: (pp11) (pp•) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd ~: 
91 131 136 5 0.62 0.13 0.68 3300 2.6 270 750 1020 0.83 0.26 -0.18 
91 136 U9 13 o.os 0.03 0.13 700 0.0 10 30 .ao 0.63 o.2s o.u 
91 1S7 161 to 0.10 0.04 0 . 11 2400 0.2 .as 70 1 IS 0.71 0.39 -0.08 
91 425 435 to 0.03 0.08 0.02 300 0.0 10 20 30 0.27 0.33 -0.23 
304 .age 608 to 0.07 0.08 0.19 200 0.0 5 0 5 o.n t.oo 0.12 
316 45 SS 10 0.16 o.os 0.21 1800 0.4 20 70 90 0.16 0.22 0 . 01 
316 115 tas 10 0 . 28 0 . 08 0.38 900 0.7 .as 95 uo 0.18 0.32 0 .06 
316 205 21S 10 0.16 0.04 0.19 .aoo 0.1 1S liO 155 0.80 0.23 -0 .02 
316 21S 22S 10 0.03 0.06 0.07 400 o.o 5 0 5 0.33 1.00 -0 . 04 
307 224 239 1S 0.08 0.04 0.13 •oo 0.1 30 .as TS 0.67 o . •o 0.03 
307 .a11 420 9 0.2S 0.17 o.•2 1200 0.3 IS 80 9S 0.150 o . t6 0.03 
307 735 T4S to 0.06 0.04 0.11 500 o.o 5 0 5 0.60 1.00 0 , 03 
263 SS 15S to 0.28 0.10 1.16 •oo 0.6 85 75 160 o.,. 0.53 2 . 1s 
263 TS 85 10 0 . 06 0.02 0.20 200 o.o 5 0 5 0.75 1.00 0 . 33 
263 115 125 10 0.22 0.07 0.33 900 o.s 35 130 165 0.76 0.21 0.1 2 
96 108 115 7 0.28 0.06 0.25 500 0.7 25 tSO 115 0.82 o.,. -0.24 
96 125 135 10 0.22 0.06 0.29 100 0.7 60 200 260 0.79 0.23 0 . 03 
96 13S 139 • 0. 10 o.o• 0.36 300 0.1 0 IS 15 0. T1 0.00 0 . 61 96 139 14S 6 0.67 0.16 0.83 700 2.0 1SS T2S 180 0.81 0.18 0.01 
92 118 t2S 7 0.30 0.07 0.29 soo o.• 70 2•s 315 0.81 0.22 -0.21 
92 381 396 1S 0.06 0.07 0.07 1400 o.o to ts 25 0.•6 o.•o -0 . 1S 
92 63• uo 6 0.30 0.01 o.•3 900 0.8 230 570 800 0.81 0 . 29 0 . 17 
90 98 112 14 0.07 0.06 0.09 700 o.o 20 65 85 o.5• 0 . 24 -0 . 10 
90 C88 502 ,. 0.06 0.06 0.08 500 o.o 5 20 2S 0.50 0 . 20 -o. 10 
90 511 514 3 0.98 0.17 1.13 900 2.0 19S 170 965 a.es 0.20 -o.os 
90 514 518 
' 
0.24 0.07 0.24 1400 0.7 30 60 90 0 . 77 0.33 -o . 18 
90 53S 5•1 6 0.16 0.11 0.23 700 o.o 45 125 170 0.59 0.26 ~o . og 
82 237 2•8 11 0.31 0.01 0.31 •oo o.o 50 90 uo 0.82 0.36 -o . 1g 
82 S2S 539 ,. 0.16 0.09 0.23 600 0.8 10 3S .as 0 . 6• 0.22 -o . o• 
82 595 601 12 o.u 0.11 0,70 500 1.3 15 60 TS 0.80 0.20 o.•2 
82 655 665 10 0.25 0.06 0.29 •oo 0.6 25 120 us 0.81 0 . 17 -0.05 
363 205.5 218 12.s o.eo 0.13 0.81 2700 1. '7 90 200 290 O.H 0.31 -0.32 
363 298 310 12 0.93 0.10 0.158 •oo ... 9 10 uo 190 0.90 0.215 -0.91i 
363 310 319 9 o.•9 0.10 0.61 2200 1 . A 60 130 190 0.83 0.32 O. Oli 
372 119 13• 15 0 . 61 o.,. 1.15 2100 2.1 155 505 160 0.83 0 . 23 0.9• 
372 651 1562 11 0.31 0.08 o . .ae 2100 0.8 65 5S 120 0.79 o.s• 0.21i 
78 381 390 9 o.o• 0.03 0.03 1600 o.o I t5 20 0.57 o.2s -0.10 
289 215 22S 10 0.20 o.os 0.23 300 0.3 35 125 1150 0.80 0.22 -0.05 
289 225 235 10 o.•6 0.12 0.64 1500 1.1 15 .a4s 130 O.T9 0.16 0.18 
289 1.a5 755 10 0.3• 0.10 o.so 200 1.1 10 120 170 o.n 0.29 0.18 
103 115 119 .. 0.32 0.12 0.39 300 0.1 115 •oo 575 0.73 0 . 30 -0. 12 
103 119 128 9 0.53 0.18 0.&8 800 1.5 175 '65 SAO 0.15 0.27 -o.o& 
215 355 359 ,. 0.3• 0.11 0.35 •oo 0.8 25 90 115 0.16 0.22 -0.23 
•o ,. 52.S 8.5 0.21 0.05 0.52 2500 o.• 10 0 10 o.78 1.00 0.69 
•o 90 106 16 0.3 .. 0.08 0.6• 1300 1.0 TO 300 370 0.81 0.19 0.51 
Total us 
Averege 0.29 0.08 o.•o 133 0.1• 18 170 228 0.72 0.35 0.01 
Std 0.23 o.o• 0.29 776 0.91 15 209 270 0.14 o.zs o.•3 
Wt. Avg. 0.28 0.08 0.38 0.12 '9 U3 192 o. 71 0.35 
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Table A8: Base line Data Fro111 the Tiger Boy and Bathtub Deposits, Hinnamax 
Hole From To Feet 'Cu 'Ni '5 Pt Pd Pt+Pd Ag Cu/ Pt/ ,,0 (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (pp•) Cu+Ni Pt+Pd 
Tiger Boy 
254 1753 1763 10 0.20 0 .06 0 . 40 0 135 135 1.8 0.769 0 .000 0.39 
254 1763 1773 10 0.19 0.07 0 .37 0 60 60 1.9 0.731 0.000 0.31 
254 1773 1783 10 o.88 o . 18 0.99 135 195 330 3.2 0.830 0 . 409 -o . 18 
254 1783 1793 10 1.88 0.24 2.09 90 275 365 T.9 0.887 0 . 247 -0 .08 
254 1793 1803 10 1. 24 0.23 1.50 90 570 1560 5.6 o . 8U 0.136 0 .10 
254 1803 1813 10 t.82 0.30 2 .1 6 125 220 345 5.6 0.858 0 .362 o.oo 
254 1813 1823 10 1.67 0 .28 2 . 19 170 370 540 4 . 6 0.856 0.315 0.00 
254 1823 1833 10 1.32 0 .21 1. 59 30 295 325 7.6 0 . 863 0.092 0 . 17 
254 1833 18'3 10 1.47 0 .26 2.17 170 2•0 410 15.0 0 . 850 0,415 1.22 
254 18'3 1853 10 1.23 0 .33 1.96 TS 200 275 4.8 0.788 0.273 0.00 
254 1853 1863 10 1 . 14 o . 19 1.u 0.857 0.31 
254 1863 1873 10 1.01 0 .23 1.81 35 195 230 5 .1 0 . 815 0 .152 1.59 
254 1873 1883 10 0.87 0.18 1.54 15 115 130 3.3 0.829 0.115 t.36 
254 1883 1893 10 1 .18 0.22 2.22 25 190 215 5.1 0.843 0.116 2.27 
254 1893 1903 10 1.58 0.21 2.79 25 205 230 T.O 0.883 0.109 2.75 
254 1903 1913 10 1.38 0.22 3.05 25 135 160 5.0 0.863 0.156 3.99 
254 1913 1923 10 0.97 0 . 26 4.06 0 150 150 4 . 0 0 . 789 o.ooo T.80 
254 1923 1933 10 0 . 31 0 . 06 1.06 90 155 245 3 . 0 0.838 0 . 367 1.90 
254 1933 19'3 10 0.02 0.02 0.23 0 15 15 1.2 0.500 o.ooo 0.53 
lath tub 
.. 
296 1267 1277 10 0 . 02 0.04 0 .04 0 155 155 1. 1 0 . 333 o.ooo -o.os 
296 1277 1287 10 0.06 0 . 03 0.06 0 40 40 1.1 0 . 1567 o.ooo -0.08 
-· 
·: 296 1287 1297 10 0.66 0 . 14 0.81 95 285 380 4.5 0.825 0.250 o . o4 
296 1297 1307 10 0 . 153 0.16 0.79 0 . 797 0.02 
296 1307 1317 10 0.92 0 .24 1.19 180 &75 855 4.3 0.793 0.211 0.11 
296 1317 1327 10 1.05 0.25 1.12 170 1510 780 4.o 0.808 0.218 -0.47 
296 1327 1337 10 o.n 0.115 0.73 180 275 455 3.0 0.797 0.396 -0.15 
296 1337 1347 10 1.03 0 .21 1.23 290 us T35 4.8 0.831 0 . 395 -0.01 
296 1347 1357 10 0.90 0.22 1.12 140 285 425 3.4 0 . 804 0.329 0.02 
296 1357 1367 10 0.61 0.15 o . 77 TS 240 315 2.8 0 . 803 0.238 0.04 
296 1367 1377 10 0.87 0.18 1.08 80 215 295 3.9 0.829 0.2T1 0.10 
296 1377 1387 10 1.33 0.27 1.56 80 520 1500 15.0 0.831 0.133 -0.09 
296 1387 1397 10 0.72 0.14 0 . 89 80 160 240 2.8 0.837 0.333 0.09 
296 1397 1A07 10 0.82 0.17 1.11 135 us 580 3.4 0.828 0.233 0.34 
296 1407 1417 10 0.65 0.16 0.91 40 170 210 3.T 0.802 0.190 0.29 
296 UtT 1427 10 0.85 0.18 1 .22 TS 105 180 5.0 0.825 o.417 o.54 
296 1427 1437 10 o.46 0.08 0.156 15 SS 80 2.T 0.852 0.188 0 .33 
296 1437 1447 10 0.82 0.16 1.28 20 335 355 3.9 0 . 837 0.0515 o.84 
296 1447 UST 10 1.36 0.27 2.01 50 245 295 4.4 0.834 0.169 1.06 
296 1457 1A67 10 0.47 0.11 0 . 71 30 195 225 3.3 0.810 0 . 133 0.37 
296 1467 1477 10 0.14 0.04 0.17 30 10 •o 1.7 o. 778 0.750 -0.02 
296 1477 1487 10 0. 55 0 • .12 0 . 94 35 125 .160 2.4 0 . 821 0.219 0.75 
296 U87 1497 10 0.4T 0.16 1.23 145 180 325 3.5 0.746 0 . 4'6 1.5T 
296 U97 150T 10 0.68 0.11 1.05 4o uo 180 •.o 0.800 0 . 222 0.57 
296 1507 1511 10 o.45 0.11 0.159 40 15 105 3.0 0.804 0.381 0.3T 
296 1517 1527 10 O.TO 0.17 1.06 50 15 145 3.1 . 0.805 0.345 o . 5• 
296 1527 1537 10 0.159 0.17 1.25 175 195 3TO 3.1 0.802 o.n3 1.09 
296 1537 154'7 10 0.151 0.15 1.07 TO 110 180 3.1 0.803 0.389 o.oo 
296 1547 1557 10 0 :1& 0.17 1.07 75 180 255 •.o 0.800 0.21• o.n 
295 1557 15117 10 0.60 o. 13 0.93 75 120 195 ••• 0 . 822 0.385 0.58 
298 1567 1577 10 o.n 0.14 0.92 705 185 190 3.2 0.827 0.792 o.oo 
296 15T7 1587 10 0.65 0.15 1.39 30 105 135 ... o 0 . 813 0.222 1.13 
296 1587 1597 10 0 . 54 o.,. 0.95 SS 160 215 3.1 0.821 0.256 0.48 
~ 296 159T 1807 10 o.u 0.11 0.73 30 150 180 2.8 0.800 0.1117 0.51 
296 1607 11117 10 0.72 0.11 1.13 15 uo 195 4.5 0.887 0.282 0.83 
295 11511 1627 10 0.'2 0.14 0.66 TO 195 215 2.7 0.750 0.264 o.oo 
295 1627 1637 10 0 . 28 0.05 o.44 25 10 85 2.3 0.82• 0.294 0.28 
296 1837 1847 10 0.58 0.11 0.99 15 130 195 •.o 0.841 0.333 0.83 
296 1847 165.7 10 1.45 0.43 2.92 15 145 200 ... 3 0.771 0.275 o.oo 
296 11557 1667 10 1.40 0.215 2.19 0.843 1.41 
296 1167 11577 10 0.95 0.23 2.67 45 155 200 4.7 0.805 0.225 o.oo 
296 1577 1187 10 0.52 o.,. 1.08 10 25 105 2.T 0.718 0.712 o.oo 
296 11587 1697 10 0.41 0.11 1.H 30 15 ts 2.3 o. 718 0.316 3.U 
296 1197 1T07 10 0.14 0.05 0.56 15 0 15 1.3 0.737 1.000 1.02 
Me•n 296 O.H 0.111 1.07 19 193 282 3.•o 0.80 0.32 o . •5 
s.o. 296 0.322 0.072 0.559 113 151 211 1.046 0.078 0.199 0.835 
Mean 254 1.0T 0.20 1.T7 ., 202 2113 ... 59 0.82 0.18 1.29 
s.o. 254 0.539 0.084 0.927 5T 123 112 1.179 0.084 O. U2 1.195 
Mean 254 
' 295 .T9 0.1T 1.21 11 1111 278 3.71 0.80 0.28 0.70 
s.o. 25• ' 295 o.uo 0.071 0.7152 100 143 202 1.A51 0.080 0.193 1.230 
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Table A91 Pt, Pd, Au and Ag Data Collected Pre 1969 at Minna~ax 
Hole Fro,. To Feet 'cu 'Hi '5 'Co Pt+Pd Au Ag Cu/ Pt/ Co/ Po wU (ppb) (ppb) (pp•) Cu+Ni Pt+ Pd Co+Ni 
1 110 135 25 0.43 0 .14 3 . 22 0.02 68 17 1.37 0.75 0.12 7 .29 
1 135 160 25 0.56 0. 18 4.02 0.03 171 17 2.•o 0.76 0 .,. 9.02 
1 160 195 35 0.86 0.18 3 .05 o. o• 3•2 17 5.82 0.83 0.18 5.53 
3 230 2•5 15 1.06 0.14 1.79 o.oo 137 3•2 8. 16 0.88 o.oo 1.63 
s 410 .. s 35 2 . 28 0.21 2 . 79 o. oo , 16' 1585 12.67 0 .92 0.00 0 .82 
6 2 .. 5 260 15 1 . 29 0 . 35 2 . 82 o . o• 3• 3 .. 2 4.79 0.79 0.10 3.28 
7 735 775 40 0.54 0.15 1.98 () , 05 103 17 1 . 37 0.78 0 .25 3.55 
7 775 815 40 0 . 67 0.14 1.41 0.09 137 17 2. 40 0.83 0.40 1. 64 
7 815 855 40 0.92 0.17 1.97 0.08 103 17 3 . 08 a.es 0.32 2.'3 
7 855 895 •o o.,. o. 11 1.81 0.08 88 17 3.08 0.81 0 . 32 1. 9• 
7 895 935 •O 0 .29 0.10 3.91 0.04 88 17 2. 05 0.7' 0 . 28 9 .66 
17 130 150 20 1.14 0.28 1. 75 o.oj 753 685 15.,.. 0.80 0.10 0 . 93 
17 460 485 25 1.05 0.21 1.88 0.06 103 17 4.45 0 . 83 0.22 1. 72 
17 485 510 2S 1.04 0.19 1.76 o.o• 137 17 4.45 0.85 0.18 1.48 
22 985 995 10 1.24 0.27 8.08 0.07 88 17 7.88 0.82 0.21 18.07 
23 650 670 20 0.85 0.20 0.92 0.05 205 17 4.11 0.81 0.20 -o . 3• 
23 670 685 15 1. 7C 0.36 2.61 0.06 240 17 9.25 0.83 o.u 1 . u 
23 685 705 20 0.58 0.15 0.97 0.05 68 17 3.08 0.80 0.25 0 . 67 
23 894 920 26 0.86 0.16 1.9• 0.05 137 17 4.79 0.85 0.2• 2.55 
2• 1300 1340 40 1.20 0.34 1.73 0.01 137 17 8.16 0.78 0.03 O.S6 
25 370 •OS 35 t.•8 0.18 2.•2 0.01 2•0 17 4.79 0.89 0.05 2.08 
26 235 260 25 1.21 0.21 2.23 0.02 103 17 4. 11 0.85 0.09 2 . 23 
29 1420 USO 30 1.02 0.24 1.55 0.02 103 17 3.42 0.81 0.08 0.82 
29 1480 1500 20 1. 11 0.25 1. 72 0.02 205 111 2.74 0.82 0.07 1.01 
29 1600 1630 30 1.17 0.20 1.78 0.01 2"0 171 3 . 77 0.85 0.05 1.13 
33 490 505 15 1.19 0.19 1.63 0.01 1233 171 8.22 0.86 0.05 0.69 
33 1525 1550 25 0.96 0.32 5.58 O.Ol 34 17 5.14 0.75 0.09 11.83 
34 1730 1755 25 0 . 81 0.20 1.57 0 . 01 68 17 3.77 0.81 0.05 .J .56 
3• 1755 1775 20 1.25 0.26 2.53 o.oo 137 171 15 . 1• 0.83 0.00 2.83 
34 1775 1810 35 0 . 85 0.22 5.36 0.01 103 17 3.77 0.80 0.04 11.81 
3S 310 3•0 30 0.8• 0.59 15.27 0.07 68 17 1.37 0 . 59 0.11 38.08 
39 1SAO 1560 20 0.91 0.17 1.80 0. 03 0 17 3.77 0.8 .. 0.1S 2.01 
39 1560 1580 20 1.49 0.24 2.50 o . o• 0 17 15.48 0.86 o. 14 2.,. 
40 690 710 20 0.77 0.19 1.06 0.01 5A8 171 15.48 0.81 0.05 .0 . 30 
57 7'1. 7 7&1 19.3 1.79 0.85 22.03 0.09 137 0 3.42 0.88 o.oo 0.10 153.35 
58 1373 1389 16 1.14 0.20 3.7S 0.02 137 0 15.48 0.85 0.00 0.09 6 . 63 
58 1433 1U0.9 T.9 2.20 1.49 17 . 08 0.07 3A2 171 15.82 0,60 0.10 o.o• 36 . 99 
60 1731,4 1735.4 4 6.04 0.3• 15.49 o.o• 140A1 HS 23.29 0.95 0.90 0.11 0.21 
enzs 1021!1 1065 37 1.02 0.20 1.S7 0.01 205 0 a.as 0.84 0.00 0.05 0.97 
130 1686 1688.5 2.5 2.a6 0.85 27.88 0.07 137 0 2.23 0.77 0.25 0.08 65.U 
130 1703.5 1710 1 . 5 5.78 1.13 16.07 0.05 SU 171 10.96 0.84 0.13 o.o• 25.22 
130 1710 1717 T 4.U 1.S7 21.04 0 . 01 479 171 13.70 0.74 0.07 0.04 41.45 
15 1S50 1610 60 0.37 0.08 1.15 1.60 0.83 1.9' 
15 139A 14150 16 1.03 0.20 1. •1 3.90 0.83 o.50 
15 1321 1365 4A 0.08 O.OA 0.2• 0.28 0.15 0.33 
85 120 720 100 0.03 o.o• 0.05 0.14 0.39 •0.015 
15 330 400 TO 0.09 0.03 0.09 0.23 0.78 •0.05 
105 1773 1793 20 15.19 0.70 9.94 0.03 151 342 14.73 0.88 0.21 o.o4 11.13 
105 1793 11"2 ,9 1.39 0.25 2.77 0 . 02 308 171 15.82 0.85 0.4' 0.07 3.12 
105 18•2 185S 13 ,.86 1.0, 15.25 0. 06 1267 171 25.34 0.82 0.70 0.05 2S.75 
10S 1803 183A 31 0.75 0 .1 2 1.84 0 2.3 0.16 2.66 
1115 1650 1660 10 1.11 0.18 1.18 0.01 205 111 t.25 0 . 86 0 . 33 0.05 -0.29 
111 1660 1880 20 13.19 0,68 14. Al5 o.o• 156 11' 19.86 0.95 0.20 0.06 1 .43 
111 1180 1898.3 18.3 13.55 1 . 83 22.85 o.oa 1114 171 30.14 0.88 0.21 o.o• 20.53 
111 1898.3 1715 16.7 1.30 0.08 1.0• 0,03 308 0 '·79 0.94 0.33 0.27 115.S2 119 1853 1885 n 1,58 0.70 19,2T 0.10 H 0 2.40 O.H 0.50 0.13 46.73 
119 1885 1919 3£ 1.82 1.40 2• .78 0 . 12 3• 0 1. T1 0.54 o.oo 0.08 59.96 
119 1919 1931 12 0.85 o.u t.30 o.oa 3• 0 O.H O.H o.oo 0.15 22.05 
II-AIU 2590 2660 70 0.23 0.09 0.38 50 .. 1.14 0.73 0.31 0.17 
II-AMA 2660 2720 10 0.48 0.15 O.SI t!l3 15 1.14 0.77 0.17 -0.16 
II-AMA 2740 2790 50 0.24 0.08 0.43 428 34 1.14 0.74 0.20 0.30 
Total 1777 
Ave,. age 1.75 0 . 37 5.17 o.o• 549 111 1.00 0.80 0.24 0.12 1.715 
Std 2.49 0.40 7.08 0.03 11151 174 1.88 0.10 0.23 0.09 15.87 
Wt. Avg. . 1.22 0.26 3.16 o.o• 340 It ,.151 
Std 1.Sl 0.26 S.12 0.03 437 133 J.82 
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Table A101 An1ly111 of Concantr1t11, Heads, Tailings and Recovery, Dunk• Road 
DOH frOll To Fttt 'Cu '1fi ~ 'Co Pt Pd Pt+ Pd Au Rh Cu/ Pt/ 'Po co .. ents (ppb) (ppb) (ppb)(ppb)(ppb)Cu+Ni Pt•Pd 
Hnds 
26030 885 ns •o o.u 0. 19 1.U 0.011 205 '119 925 68 ., 0.77 0.22 1. '18 Hed . grade, high Fes, c, a1ter 26033 960 980 20 o. e3 0.23 1.11 0.012 2744 . 140• 1678 68 10 0 .78 0.16 0.16 High grade, 1ow FeS 26044 6l 122 55 0.47 0 . 17 0.90 0.010 171 1027 1199 68 7 0,73 0.14 . 0 . 74 Typical samp1e 260U 6l 122 55 0.41 0.11 0.90 0. 009 171 1027 1199 68 0 0 . 73 0.14 0.74 Typical sample 260U 107 117 10 0.6• 0 . 20 1.00 0.009 205 959 1164 68 7 0 . '16 o. 18 0.46 Med i um grade, high Hg- oliv;ne 260•5 ., 25 18 o.o 0.15 0.57 0.009 .,, 1062 1473 68 10 0 . 77 0.28 -0 . 11 S Im t tar to 260U 26047 518 558 •o 0.55 0,35 0.77 0.017 30 1507 180 103 10 0 . 61 0.19 -0.30 High Ni, 1ow FeS, Hg-ol ivine Bulk 12 154 651 805 
Concentnte 
26030 696 '726 •o 2.n 0.10 8.18 o.ou 317 11,.9 2225 103 21 0,79 0.11 '1. 13 26033 960 980 20 II. 16 1.80 10.98 0.036 1438 10.&11 1180 856 123 0.82 0.12 2. 95 260U 61 122 55 3.58 1.01 6,96 0.034 993 29•5 3938 171 55 0 . 78 0.25 6. 61 260U 67 122 SS 3.58 1.01 6 . 96 1199 6164 7363 719 79 0.78 0.16 6. 61 Shorter grind--more Pd llber1t 26044 107 117 10 1. 10 1.11 10. 72 0.025 1301 3322 4623 411 55 0.80 0.28 5. 25 26045 ., 25 ,. 5. 12 1 , 30 6,60 0 .034 2055 8'25 10479 925 110 0 . 81 0.20 - 1.04 25041 518 558 40 4,91 2.31 6.84 0 .036 U73 3973 SUS 411 86 0 . 58 0.21 -o .ee A-4 co11postte 925 5308 15233 o. 15 
..... A-2 co•posfte 1644 1260 8904 o. 18 00 I C-4 co•poshe 856 4075 032 0.17 





685 3459 41U I o. 11 
Average 5.11 1.•1 1.89 0.035 1175 5245 U21 SU '15 o. '1a 0.19 3.89 
T1iltngs 
26030 us '726 40 o.oa 0.05 o.u 
I 
o.5e 0.09 26033 HO 980 20 0 .04 0.05 0.05 1' 0.42 
-0.14 HOU 17 122 55 0 .04 o.os 0,06 
\ 
0. 43 -o.oe 250U 17 122 u o.o• o.os 0,06 o.u -o.oa 260U 10'1 11T 10 0.05 o.oa 0.11 o.u 0,03 
215045 1 25 18 0 .04 o.os o.os 0.41 
-0 . 10 215041 518 558 40 0.03 o. 12 0.05 I 0 . 19 -0.23 
Recovery 
'Cu '"1 '9 •co Pt Pd Au Ru 
25030 UIS ns 40 92.2 81,1 92.8 n.8 32.2 45.2 25.0 53 . 0 
25033 960 980 20 95.2 '75,5 95.3 29.9 52.• 13 . 9 125 . 0 120.0 
260U 61 122 u 92.5 72.1 94.0 21.3 46 , 6 23.0 20.0 65.0 
2150U 17 122 155 92 . 5 '12. 1 94.0 45 . 2 38.7 n.o .,. .o 
260U 107 1n 10 93 .0 H.3 89. 9 29.4 66,8 36.4 63.0 84 . 0 
2150'5 1 25 18 93,, H.3 92.7 29,7 39.3 62.3 106.0 84.0 
260'1 518 558 •o 95.5 69,9 93,8 23 .8 48 . 4 29.8 45.0 97.0 
Average u. 'T 12 . 2 93 .3 28.0 0 , 8 u.o 
·' 111.0 87.3 
' , 
Table A11• Concentrate Va1ues for Inco's Spruce Road Deposit 
lnco Spruce Road 
• 
Metals/Ton 
Tons •cu '111 •co •Fe . ~ Cu/ Ag Au Pt Pd Rh Pt/ Reference 
Cu+Ni (PP•) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) Pt+ Pd 
Ore 1300000 0.'5 0.1T 0.73 
concentrate 410000 13.26 3.12 0.'9 29.S 860 1203 3408 0.26 Open File DNR 1975 
..... Tailings 13030000 0.057 0.061 o.•8 
'° Co•posite 10 2.2 0.11 215. 1 18.3 0.82 37.'1 1370 1233 .. , 10 103 0.23 3 • .t . 2. 2 . 2 Aug. 26 , 1975 USBM 
Co•posite 14 • .t 3. 1 o.,.. 29.1 2' 0.82 51.• 1370 1027 .t38• 68 0.19 3 ••• 2.2.2 Aug . 26 , 1975 USBM 
Coaposite 12.2 2.5 o. 12 27.5 21.1 0.83 .t7.9 1370 719 •178 103 0 .1 5 3 ••• 2.2. 2 Aug . 26, 1975 USBH 
Av•r•o• 12.u 2.855 0.123 2T.H 21.13 0.81( •1 .82 1242 1045 •019 91.33 0.207 
I 
Table AU: Values of Metals in Conc entrates fro• Hinna•ax 
Deposit Co.posite Cu ~i 'Co '1'• '5 'c Ag Au Pt Pd Rh Ru Cu/ Co/ Pt/ (ppi1) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) (ppb) Cu+Ni Co+NI Pt+Pd 
Blend Blend 13 . 70 2.50 0.16 33.70 26. 90 2. 10 53 .1 zos 582 ZOSS 72 137 0 . 85 0.06 0.22 
Blend lo .. Po/ Cb Dhs 16 . 3' 2 . 9• o.u 33 . 31 27.•6 0 . 9• 60 . 6 199 651 2260 79 137 0 . 85 o.o• 0.22 
Blend Hi gh Po/ Cb Diss 9.02 2.•2 0.19 34 . 92 25.00 6 . 35 29.S 178 us 1541 52 137 0 . 79 0 . 07 0 .22 
Blend Se•f iaass ive 15 . U 3 . 02 o.u 39 . 10 31.30 3.35 '12 . l 211 651 2808 123 27' 0 . 84 o.o• o . 19 
Tiger Boy Dlsse• fnated 13.80 2.60 •t.• 925 822 1781 o . 84 0.32 
Bathtub Disse•fnated 17. 20 2 . 18 51.1 1062 1027 2329 0 .86 0.31 
UP•d fp 13.ao 2.21 •2.s 856 1052 16H 0 . 86 0 . 39 
Local Boy Dlsse•d na t ed 11. 20 2.•6 856 2500 0 . 82 0.26 
Bathtub Dlsse•fnated U.10 2. 78 !193 28'2 0 .8' 0.26 
Bul k u .oo J . 00 .&2 . 1 1413 1610 3801 16 0 . 82 0 . 30 
Bulk l4fnl•u11 12.00 2.00 0 . 11 35.00 27 .00 3 .00 •1.8 380 1130 1'10 0.86 0.05 o.cJ 
Bulk Hax i •u• 14.00 2.50 o . 11 •o. oo 30.00 s.oo •1 . 8 380 1130 1410 0.85 o.o• o.o 
Bulk Olsse•fnated 1•.90 2.U 0 . 12 36.27 27.10 1.39 51.• 685 753 1473 0.87 o.os O.Jc 
Bathtub Test 317 15.90 2.74 0 . 11 30 . 110 2• . 20 1.'6 55.1 1052 516 2295 0.85 o.o• 0.21 
Partridge •,5 ,&6 11.20 2 . 10 0 . 1' 21 . 50 21.150 5. 13 ., .1 '79 377 1'73 0.11• 0 . 015 0.20 
Partridge • , S, &6 '3 . 8 856 11115 18'9 0.21 
Tiger Boy NO. 2 '5 . 2 959 551 2123 0 . 23 
Bathtub No . 3 52.1 1164 753 ZB77 0 . 21 
Local Soy Disseroina t ed 11.10 2 . '5 28 . 50 1233 3733 0.112 0.25 
Bathtub Oisse•inated 14.'10 2 . U 31.00 342 582 o.u 0.37 
us 0.20 JI!. 7 '10 820 2020 0 . 29 
152 0.30 H.• •so 920 2530 0 . 27 
606 0.12 39.T 211110 TSO 2020 0 . 27 
Average 13 . 11 2 . 56 0 . 15 33 . 11 25.73 3.15 n.u '183 820 2151 10 . 2'1 1'11.2 o . u 0.05 0 . 211 
Std 2 . 10 0.31 0.05 3 . 88 2.'15 1.13 t.53 
"' 
288 '128 34.U H.32 0.02 0.01 rt.OT 
Cu Cone Select 18 zo.10 1,150 SU nn 0.93 0.23 
NI Cone Select 19 Z. 119 10. 50 Ulll 7534 0 . 20 0.111 
Cu Cone Bulk 18 20.70 1.35 50.3 '11 •11 1678 0.94 0.20 
Nt Cone Bulk 18 3.50 9 . 80 
''·' •• 
2911 1'38' 0.211 0.17 
Cu Cone Hini•ut1 20.00 0.25 0 . 03 34.00 32.00 z.oo 8 .0 500 550 520 0.99 0.09 0.51 
Cu Cone Hax i •uia 21 . 00 0.30 0 .03 37 .00 . 35.00 3.00 •a.o 500 550 520 0.99 o.oa 0.51 
Cu·Ni Cone Hi ni•um 3.00 • . oo o . •o 35 .00 30.00 2 .00 55.0 '120 2190 U60 o . u 0.09 0.33 
Cu-NI Cone Hax t •umi 1.00 8.00 o . •o 39.00 33.00 3.00 55.0 720 2190 U50 o.u o.os 0 . 33 
CU Cone Cu Cone 20.110 0.21 0 .03 3& .30 32.80 ·3 .00 
" 
600 550 120 0.99 o.oa 0.51 
Hellds 
Tiger Boy l>Ot4254 1.31 0.2• z.10 5. 1 IS 220 0.15 o.oo 0 . 23 
hthtub DOH295 O.T3 0.11 1.11 J.I 10 212 0 . 11 0 . 00 0 . 21 
Whit• Hetal 12.•o 12.90 HT.I 5131 '336 1$053 18 0.13 o.oo 0.30 
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